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1 Introduction 
New possibilities to observe customers and collect customer feedback allow software-
centric companies to shorten learning cycles and improve their understanding of 
customer value. A potential approach is to build software products and services 
(henceforth, products) by continuously deploying new functionalities and features to 
customers. Instead of relying on pre-defined requirements or opinion-based 
assumptions, the customer value of the products is validated in their actual marketplace 
by conducting a constant series of experiments. This experiment-driven approach is 
currently most prevalent in the cloud computing environment, but it is beginning to 
affect the development of all Internet-connected software products [11]. 
During the last decades, agile software development methods have permeated the 
industry [63]. Agile development has changed the way software is developed for 
instance by advocating iterative and incremental development, embracing changing 
requirements, and highlighting the importance of customer feedback [66]. However, 
Holmström Olsson et al. [29] suggest that the application of agile methods within the 
research and development (R&D) organization is only one stage on the maturation path 
of companies’ software engineering practices. The following stages are the continuous 
integration and deployment of R&D output, and finally, R&D as an experiment system. 
At this stage, development is based on continuous experiments that utilize instant 
customer feedback and product usage data to identify customer needs. This final stage is 
further systematized by Bosch [11]. He emphasizes constantly generating new ideas to 
test with customers, suggesting that the approach is best described as an innovation 
experiment system. 
The lean startup methodology [50] provides a generic framework for systematic 
experimentation. The methodology focuses on creating valuable products by 
maximizing the learning about customers and their needs. Learning is gained from 
hypothesis-driven experiments where customer feedback on the product is collected 
either directly or implicitly by observing customers’ use of the product. Creating a 
continuous Build-Measure-Learn customer feedback loop allows the company to make 
empirically validated decisions about whether to proceed with their current business and 
product strategy or to pivot to a new direction. 
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Fagerholm et al. [23] build upon the abovementioned ideas and propose a framework 
for continuous experimentation. Continuous experimentation refers to the constant 
testing of the value of products as an integral part of the development process in order 
to evolve the products towards high value creation. The development process is 
structured by consecutive iterations of the Build-Measure-Learn feedback loop, and 
supported by a technical infrastructure that facilitates rapid development and 
experimentation. 
Despite the recent interest in experimentation as an essential part of software 
development, industrial experimentation experiences have not been studied widely. 
Most reports come from eminent web-facing companies such as Adobe [3], Google [59] 
and Microsoft [34]. There has also been relatively little discussion about the obstacles 
and enabling factors encountered by practitioners in relation to continuous 
experimentation. 
This study aims at developing an understanding of the state of the practice of using an 
experiment system approach to software development. The key challenges and success 
factors related to the approach are also identified. An interview-based qualitative survey 
was conducted to gather multifaceted expert information on the subjects. Ten software 
companies operating in Finland contributed to the study, represented in the interviews 
by thirteen experienced industry practitioners. The interview data was analysed to 
develop a cross-case overview of the companies’ experimentation experiences. 
This thesis is organized into eight chapters. A summary of the background themes of 
continuous experimentation is given in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 defines the goals of the 
study along with the research questions it aims to address. Chapter 4 outlines the study 
design, while Chapter 5 describes the execution of the design. The findings of the study 
are presented in Chapter 6, followed by a discussion of the results and the study’s 
limitations in Chapter 7. Finally, the study and its main contributions along with future 
research prospects are summarized in Chapter 8. 
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2 Evolution towards continuous experimentation 
This chapter presents an overview of current industry practices and trends relating to 
continuous experimentation. The chapter builds on the “Stairway to Heaven” model 
presented by Holmström Olsson et al. [29]. The model outlines the evolutionary path of 
a software development company working towards building a system of continuous 
experimentation. Figure 1 depicts the five stages of the path. 
A brief synopsis of stages 1–4 of the stairway is given in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 pre-
sents the conceptual background for reaching the last stage of the stairway. Section 2.3 
discusses the final stage of running an experiment system in more detail. To conclude, a 
short overview of current experimentation practices in the industry is presented in Sec-
tion 2.4. 
2.1 Transitioning to agile development 
The initial stage of the “Stairway to Heaven” (Figure 1) is characterized by a mode of 
development associated with the single-pass waterfall model: a slow, sequential process 
with gated steps and a big design up front approach [29]. Development team 
organization is often discipline-based (e.g. programming and quality assurance), thereby 
limiting interdisciplinary collaboration. Furthermore, customers are typically not 
involved in the development process and can therefore only provide feedback at the end 
of the process. The first systematization of the waterfall model is habitually attributed to 
Royce [53]. 
Many practitioners, including Royce, felt that the single-pass waterfall model was not 
functional in the often changing and unclear conditions that typified many software 
projects. Iterative and incremental development (IID) has provided an alternative 
approach to software development since before the 1970s [38]. Its popularity began to 
soar in the latter half of the 1990s with the emergence of agile software development 
methodologies such as Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM) [58], Extreme 
Programming (XP) [7], and Scrum [56]. Nowadays agile development is the de facto 
choice in software projects [63]. It represents the second stage of the “Stairway to 
Heaven” (Figure 1). 
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Transitioning to agile development brings about considerable changes. The agile 
principles, shared by numerous agile methods, include focusing on customer value 
creation, involving customers in the development process, shortening development and 
feedback cycles, and embracing changing requirements [6]. A human-centred approach 
is also central: development teams should be self-organized, cross-functional, and 
empowered with sufficient knowledge and authority to perform to the best of their 
ability. Frequent cooperation between different stakeholders, such as the R&D 
organization, product management, and customers, is encouraged. 
Adopting agile software development is the first step on the path towards continuous 
experimentation. The implementation of continuous integration and delivery provides 
additional opportunities for agile teams. These practices are discussed in the following 
two subsections. 
Figure 1. The maturation path of companies’ software engineering practices. Adapted from [29]. 
2.1.1 Continuous integration 
Continuous integration (CI) emerged as a practice associated with the agile software 
development methodology XP [7], although its use has since expanded elsewhere [63]. 
The central objective of CI is to ensure that a functioning version of the software 
product is available in the version control repository at all times [31]. This is achieved 
through the early and frequent merging of individual developers’ work combined with 
the use of automated builds and comprehensive automated test suites. If a commit to 
version control introduces a problem, it can be immediately identified and fixed, thereby 
facilitating quality assurance and reducing project risks. 
While automated builds and test suites typically form the core of a CI system, a host of 
other automated processes can also be applied [31]. These may relate, for instance, to 
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configuration management and static testing. The utilization of CI represents stage three 
on the “Stairway to Heaven” (Figure 1). Reaching this stage signifies that agile practices 
have been extended from product development to quality assurance. 
2.1.2 Continuous delivery 
The objective of the fourth stage of the “Stairway to Heaven” (Figure 1) is to extend 
agile practices to product management and the customers [29]. This requires a 
continuous feedback loop between the software company and its customers. 
Continuous, or at least frequent, deployments of software functionality to customers are 
essential for achieving this goal. 
Some ambiguity exists regarding how the closely related practices of continuous 
deployment and continuous delivery are understood (see for instance [25, 31]). In this 
thesis, continuous deployment refers to a practice in which every committed change that 
successfully passes the CI system moves along a deployment pipeline and is 
automatically released to production. Continuous delivery (CD) is an otherwise similar 
practice, but the committed changes are not deployed to production (or other 
environments) automatically. The manual release decision allows for an enhanced 
degree of control over the deployment environments, and enables pacing deployments 
to suit business needs. 
The DevOps movement is noteworthy when discussing the building of a smooth 
deployment pipeline. Humble [30] contends that adopting DevOps is a prerequisite for 
the successful implementation of CD. Several broad themes are discussed within the 
DevOps movement, but the integration of product development and IT operations teams 
remains a central topic. A high level of deployment automation is naturally useful in this 
respect. The close collaboration of development and operations teams also broadens the 
scope of learning about customer behaviour through product usage observation. This is 
a key factor in the fourth stage of the “Stairway to Heaven” [29]. 
There are differences in how software products lend themselves to continuous or 
frequent deployments. The issue is discussed by Bosch [11]. Hosted cloud-based 
products, such as software as a service (SaaS) solutions, are typically well suited to 
continuous deployment due to their business model and technical infrastructure. 
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Conversely, on-premises installations of licensed software are subject to scheduled 
version upgrades whose occurrence is often minimized to avoid disruptions to business. 
Customer-specific configurations may further complicate deployment. Finally, Bosch 
notes that embedded software solutions – especially those not connected to the Internet 
– also pose a challenge. 
A suitable deployment pace is therefore dependent on the business case. It is also 
noteworthy that although both continuous integration and continuous delivery greatly 
facilitate the building of an experiment system, not all forms of experimentation are 
dependent on functioning software. The matter is discussed further in Section 2.3. 
Section 2.1 has reviewed the first four stages of the “Stairway to Heaven” (Figure 1). 
While ascending the stairway, increasingly agile practices are implemented throughout 
the organization. Traditional slow, waterfall-like development gives way to agile R&D 
supported by continuous integration. By the time continuous delivery is adopted, 
customers are also engaged in an iterative cycle of rapid, agile product development. In 
order to reach the final stage of the stairway, an even broader perspective to business 
and product development is required. This is provided by lean thinking, discussed in the 
next section. 
2.2 Lean thinking and the lean startup 
In addition to agile principles, lean principles underlie continuous experimentation. This 
section provides a short synopsis of lean thinking and its application to software devel-
opment. It then introduces the lean startup methodology. Its central practices, the mini-
mum viable product and the Build-Measure-Learn customer feedback loop, are also the 
key elements of continuous experimentation. 
2.2.1 Lean thinking 
Lean manufacturing started to attract attention in the 1990s as the western world began 
to systematize [67] what had brought about the success of the Toyota Production System 
[44] in the automotive industry. Lean thinking has subsequently expanded outside the 
realms of manufacturing to become a widespread management philosophy with myriad 
manifestations. It covers a broad spectrum of concepts, principles, and practices whose 
description falls outside the scope of this thesis. However, some of its key principles are 
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briefly outlined below. 
The core of lean thinking is to create customer value by eliminating waste [67]. Any-
thing that does not create customer value – something that the customer is willing to pay 
for – is considered wasteful. A just-in-time system known as kanban may be used to 
visualize and control the process of delivering the product to the customer. The objec-
tive is to ensure the continuous, unimpeded flow of the process. Limiting work in pro-
gress is a key factor in achieving this goal. Furthermore, the process should be based on 
customer demand (known as “pull”) rather than pushing to achieve previously set pro-
duction targets. Finally, the company should strive to perfect the process through con-
tinuous improvement. 
2.2.2 Lean software development 
Lean thinking has also been applied to the field of software engineering. Lean software 
development was originally defined in [48] and has thereafter been revised for instance 
in [47]. Rather than a ready-made process blueprint, lean software development offers a 
collection of ideas and tools that companies may adopt to improve the identification and 
delivery of customer value. The approach is summarized in the following seven princi-
ples: eliminate waste, build quality in, create knowledge, defer commitment, deliver 
fast, respect people, and optimize the whole [47]. The concept of waste remains central: 
examples of waste in software development include defects; unnecessary features; and 
processes that result in waiting, partially done work, and lost knowledge. 
The abovementioned principles are highly reminiscent of the agile principles outlined in 
Section 2.1. Indeed, lean and agile software development are inextricably linked, and 
their use is often combined by industry practitioners [52]. A specific example of this is 
the frequent use of kanban as a process management technique in agile software pro-
jects [63]. However, different interpretations exist concerning the relationship between 
lean and agile (see for instance [20, 65]). In the context of this thesis, lean thinking is 
regarded as a higher-level, end-to-end philosophy for business development and man-
agement, with agile methods typically used during actual software development. A topi-
cal methodology that combines these two approaches is the lean startup. 
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2.2.3 The lean startup  
The lean startup methodology was first popularized by Ries [50], drawing on his expe-
rience in applying lean principles to software startups. Despite the fact that academic 
research on the merits of the methodology is scarce, it has expanded into a veritable 
movement with numerous advocates. Blank [8] provides a succinct summarization of 
the lean startup approach: “It favours experimentation over elaborate planning, custom-
er feedback over intuition, and iterative design over traditional ‘big design up front’ 
development.” 
Regardless of its name, the lean startup methodology is not restricted to actual startups. 
Ries ([50] p.27) defines a startup as “a human institution designed to create a new prod-
uct or service under conditions of extreme uncertainty”. This broad definition does not 
restrict the maturity, size, or the industry sector of the organization. On a related note, it 
has been suggested that applying the methodology may also offer benefits to established 
organizations [8, 50]. 
The lean startup approach draws from the notion that entrepreneurs have an ultimate 
vision they set out to achieve [50]. A business strategy describes how to realize that vi-
sion. The strategy essentially consists of a set of initially uncertain assumptions related, 
for instance, to the company’s value proposition and product offering; its resources and 
finances; and its stakeholders such as business partners and customers. In lieu of a de-
tailed business plan, these hypotheses may be succinctly visualized on a business model 
canvas [45], or its lean startup counterpart, a lean canvas [41]. The hypotheses then 
need to be empirically tested to provide a factual basis for decision making [50]. It is 
sensible to test the riskiest, most fundamental assumptions first. 
In the lean startup methodology, entrepreneurs test hypotheses by “getting out of the 
building”: that is, by empirically eliciting early and frequent stakeholder feedback about 
a so-called minimum viable product [50]. This approach is based on the customer de-
velopment methodology developed by Blank [9]. The entrepreneurs then use the col-
lected stakeholder feedback to revise the hypotheses and make appropriate decisions, 
after which the learning cycle begins again [50]. The minimum viable product and the 
iterative learning cycle are discussed in more detail in the following subsections. 
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2.2.4 Minimum viable product 
A minimum viable product (MVP) is required to test business and product hypotheses in 
experiments with stakeholders [50]. An MVP is a version of the product that holds just 
enough value to enable its presentation to stakeholders, thereby commencing a continu-
ous learning process (Section 2.2.5). In the course of the learning process, the MVP is 
developed in an agile manner, iteratively and incrementally, until the product achieves 
satisfactory market success or is judged as non-viable and discarded. 
An MVP needs to be suitably instrumented so that the stakeholders’ reaction to it can be 
measured [50]. A simple example of an MVP is to provide a link to a planned new fea-
ture of a web application that in fact leads to a mock-up page.  The instrumentation – 
the hit count of the link – provides data for estimating customer interest in the new fea-
ture. However, instrumentation is not necessarily equal to quantitative product metrics: 
various options exist for collecting stakeholder feedback (Section 2.3.3). 
Others have proposed approaches similar to the MVP under different labels. For in-
stance, Blank [9] uses the concept “minimum feature set”, in addition to which the label 
“minimum viable feature” (MVF) is sometimes used in the context of extending exist-
ing products with new features (e.g. [23]). In this thesis, the term “minimum viable 
product” is hereafter used to cover all these variations. 
2.2.5 Build-Measure-Learn 
Once an MVP has been conceived, the Build-Measure-Learn loop can be entered [50]. 
Figure 2 portrays this three-step continuous, experiment-driven learning process. First, 
ideas are transformed into product functionalities (Build). Second, product development 
progress is evaluated by collecting empirical feedback from stakeholders during hy-
pothesis-driven experiments (Measure). Third, the collected feedback is used to reflect 
upon initial hypotheses and product ideas (Learn). If the tested hypothesis is validated, 
product development may proceed to the next iteration along the chosen path, perhaps 
with some alterations or optimization. However, if the stakeholder feedback refutes the 
hypothesis, product development may need to pivot to another direction. The overall 
goal is to maximize the amount of learning before running out of resources. This is 
achieved by minimizing the total time through the loop. 
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The Build-Measure-Learn loop may be seen as a variant of the renowned Plan-Do-
Check-Act (PDCA) cycle [19]. Both approaches have their roots in the scientific meth-
od, in which hypotheses are proposed (Plan), experiments are designed and run to test 
predictions derived from the hypotheses (Do), and experiment results are analysed 
(Check). To this foundation, both approaches add a step which focuses on continuous 
improvement: Act in PDCA [19], Learn in Build-Measure-Learn [50]. Moreover, alt-
hough the Build-Measure-Learn loop does not include a separate step for planning, a 
degree of planning is implicit in the identification of hypotheses and the design of ex-
periments to test them. 
 
Figure 2. The Build-Measure-Learn feedback loop ([50] p. 75). 
Further parallels with the Build-Measure-Learn loop can be found in the contributions 
of Cole [16] and Thomke [62]. Both authors focus on innovative product development 
in a fast-paced, turbulent environment, and propose iterative, experimental learning pro-
cesses highly similar to the Build-Measure-Learn loop. The authors also discuss the use 
of prototypes in a manner reminiscent of MVPs in the lean startup approach. On a yet 
more general level, the importance of systematic experimentation in product and service 
development is well established: see for example [18]. Finally, Ries himself [50] men-
tions the Observe-Orient-Decide-Act (OODA) loop developed by John R. Boyd (and 
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discussed for instance in [49]) as an important influence to the Build-Measure-Learn 
loop. 
Section 2.2 has given a brief overview of lean thinking and its application to software 
product development. The close connection between lean and agile software develop-
ment was shortly discussed.  The lean startup methodology was then introduced as an 
example of applying lean principles to business and product development in a turbulent 
environment. Two central lean startup practices, the minimum viable product and the 
Build-Measure-Learn customer feedback loop, were discussed in more detail. The prin-
ciples and practices presented in this section provide the foundation for reaching the 
final stage of the “Stairway to Heaven” (Figure 1). This stage of developing software 
products through continuous experimentation is discussed in the next section. 
2.3 Implementing continuous experimentation 
Based on agile and lean principles and the core practices of the lean startup approach, 
continuous experimentation can be implemented. This section first describes the origins 
and contents of the approach. It then provides viewpoints on experimentation in differ-
ent phases of product development. Finally, the central concept of customer feedback is 
explored. 
2.3.1 The experiment system approach 
Holmström Olsson et al. [29] refer to the final stage of the “Stairway to Heaven” as 
R&D as an experiment system. The authors state that in such a system, a deployment is 
not regarded as a finalized delivery, but as a starting point for experimentation with 
customers to find out their needs. The data from the experiments is used to guide 
subsequent product development in an evolutionary manner. These overall goals of 
continuous learning and improvement are very similar to those discussed in Section 
2.2.3 in relation to the lean startup approach. 
Bosch [11] provides a more detailed analysis of the experiment system approach to 
software development. He enumerates its central characteristics as follows: 
1) development is evolutionary and based on frequent deployments, 2) explicit and 
implicit customer feedback play a central role in the development process, and 
3) development is focused on innovation and testing the value of R&D ideas through 
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experiments with customers. Bosch terms this approach an innovation experiment 
system. 
Bosch [11] proposes using 2–4 week R&D iterations followed by exposing the product 
to customers in order to collect feedback either directly or implicitly by observing 
product usage. The development approach recognizes three distinct phases of product 
development, namely pre-deployment, non-commercial deployment, and commercial 
deployment. Furthermore, the scope of experiment-driven development can vary from 
new products to new features and feature optimization. 
In their descriptions of experiment systems in software product development, both 
Holmström Olsson et al. [29] and Bosch [11] focus particularly on the role of the R&D 
organization. However, technological product development, including experiments, 
should be aligned with the company’s product vision and business strategy. A wider 
perspective to the matter is therefore in order. 
2.3.2 A framework for continuous experimentation 
Fagerholm et al. [23] combine earlier descriptions of the experiment system approach 
with key elements from the lean startup methodology and propose a framework for 
continuous experimentation. Consecutive iterations of the Build-Measure-Learn 
feedback loop structure the development process. Within each Build-Measure-Learn 
block, “assumptions for product and business development are derived from the 
business strategy, systematically tested, and the results used to inform further 
development of the strategy and product” [23]. Maintaining a link between the 
company’s business goals, strategies, and the R&D aims at aligning the whole 
organization towards customer value creation. A similar approach, albeit with an 
emphasis on software measurement rather than experimentation, is explored in [5]. 
The experimentation process is supported by a technical infrastructure that 1) enables 
the lightweight releasing of minimum viable products (MVP), 2) provides means for 
advanced product instrumentation, and 3) supports the design, execution, and analysis 
of experiments [23]. A database for storing and retrieving information artefacts that are 
generated during the experiments is one such support function. The artefacts include 
experiment plans, results, and raw data collected via the product instrumentation. 
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Figure 3 illustrates the by now familiar activities occurring within each Build-Measure-
Learn block. Fagerholm et al. [23] structure these activities further by describing the 
associated roles and tasks. A business analyst and a product owner collaborate with a 
data analyst to decide which strategic assumption to test.  The assumption is formulated 
into a testable hypothesis. The data analyst then designs the experiment. 
Simultaneously, software developers and quality assurance personnel implement and 
deploy the MVP required for the experiment. The data analyst then oversees the 
execution of the experiment and analyses the resulting data. Finally, the business analyst 
and the product owner consider the experiment results while making the strategic 
decision of either proceeding with product development or pivoting to an alternative 
direction. 
2.3.3 Experimentation throughout the product lifecycle 
Consistent with the systematizations presented in [11, 23], this thesis takes a broad per-
spective to experimentation in software product development. Experimentation is possi-
ble throughout the product lifecycle, from the initial phases of problem definition and 
requirements engineering to the last stages of software evolution. The only prerequisite 
is the availability of an MVP or a more mature product version whose effect on stake-
holders can be observed. Functioning software is not necessarily required. 
A selection of experimentation techniques for different development scenarios is pre-
sented in [11, 27]. During the early phases of product development, techniques such as 
stakeholder interviews, mock-ups, and prototypes can be used. Alpha and beta testing 
are common examples of techniques used during software construction. Once an initial 
product version has been deployed to customers, controlled experiments such as A/B 
tests are applicable. Observing product performance and usage is another fruitful way to 
collect genuine feedback. 
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Figure 3. Activities within a Build-Measure-Learn block [23]. 
However, specific technical and organizational capabilities are required to enable the 
systematic collection and utilization of product usage data. To this end, Holmström Ols-
son and Bosch [28] have proposed a framework for companies hoping to improve their 
product data usage. The framework is portrayed in Figure 4. It is based on five levels 
that represent increasingly sophisticated purposes for using the data. These range from 
1) basic performance monitoring to 2) supporting troubleshooting through diagnostic 
data, 3) understanding the usage of individual features, 4) improving existing features, 
and 5) developing new features experimentally. The right-hand side text boxes in Fig-
ure 4 summarize the actions required to reach each level. The peak may be seen as anal-
ogous to a fully functioning experiment system (stage 5 in Figure 1). 
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Figure 4. Framework for improving product data usage [28]. 
2.3.4 Customer feedback in continuous experimentation 
In continuous experimentation, various business stakeholders may provide feedback on 
the product [23]. However, this thesis focuses solely on customer feedback since it is 
the most crucial factor in terms of evaluating created customer value. Building on the 
lean definition of value (Section 2.2.1), a customer is defined as someone who pays for 
the product. In some cases, especially in business-to-business software, this is a separate 
role from that of the end user of the product. Since product success necessitates taking 
both of these roles into account, the term “customer” is hereafter used in this thesis to 
encompass both of these roles. In cases where the distinction between customers and 
end users is relevant, it is explicitly stated. 
For the purposes of this thesis, two forms of customer feedback are identified: 
1) explicit, actively offered input, and 2) implicit, passively generated data. Examples of 
explicit customer feedback include data gathered from interviews, usability studies, and 
surveys. Depending on the method of feedback collection, explicit customer feedback is 
either qualitative (e.g. in-depth interviews) or quantitative (e.g. statistical surveys). Im-
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plicit customer feedback is generated when the customer uses the product, and is logged 
in the form of product usage and performance data. It therefore provides quantitative 
feedback on customer behaviour. The abovementioned definitions are founded on those 
used in [11]. Henceforth in this thesis the term “customer feedback” is used to include 
both explicit and implicit forms of feedback unless otherwise stated. 
Section 2.3 has provided an overview of building software products through continuous 
experimentation. This lean startup-based approach seeks to ensure the identification and 
delivery of customer value through frequent experiments in which customer feedback 
on the product is collected. Variations of the approach can be used throughout the prod-
uct lifecycle, and the level of sophistication of the experiment system can vary accord-
ing to needs. Although academic systematizations of the experiment system approach 
are relatively recent, elements of it are already utilized in the industry. Examples of 
these industry practices are shortly outlined in the next section. 
2.4 Experiment systems in the industry 
Microsoft’s experiences with systematic online controlled experiments are recounted in 
numerous reports, for instance [34-36]. The reports provide thorough descriptions of 
designing, executing, and analysing rigorous controlled experiments, especially at a 
large scale of up to hundreds of concurrent experiments. They also consider the 
requirements that systematic experimentation places on organizational culture, 
engineering practices, as well as analytic and statistical abilities. 
Google purports to experimentally evaluate almost every change that has the potential to 
affect user experience [60]. The authors describe the infrastructure requirements of 
running such a large-scale experiment system, as well as the tools and educational 
processes associated with its use. Supporting and fostering innovation is a key element 
of the Google experiment system.  A detailed analysis of the company’s approach to 
continuous innovation is provided in [59]. 
Netflix has labelled their approach to experimentation as “consumer data science” [4].  
It is based on a two-step process: experiments are first conducted offline, and if they 
validate the hypothesis, an online customer experiment is designed and executed to 
provide definitive validation. 
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Adobe has adapted the principles of agile software development and the lean startup 
methodology to fit the needs of a multinational corporation [3]. The resulting “Pipeline” 
innovation process is consistent with the continuous experimentation approach. It 
attempts to maximize the learning about a given problem through rapid prototyping and 
frequent customer evaluation. 
eBay is another heavy user of experimentation. Their experimental process is outlined 
in [18]. It includes a variety of techniques besides online controlled experiments, such 
as usability testing, focus groups, and diary studies. 
The development practices of Intuit are discussed in [11, 12]. The reports relate and 
analyse the experimental techniques used at Intuit during different phases of product 
development. They include A/B tests, in-product surveys, and “solution jams” in which 
solutions to customer pain points are developed rapidly and collaboratively. 
Amazon has long utilized a system of continuous online controlled experiments and 
web analytics to test the value of their R&D ideas. An anecdotal summary of Amazon’s 
experiences is given in [37]. A similar anecdotal presentation, but from the perspective 
of a smaller company, is provided by Etsy [42]. 
In addition to the web-facing domains, the collection and use of product usage data 
within the embedded systems domain is explored by Holmström Olsson and Bosch [27, 
28]. The authors conclude that while such data is habitually collected, an experimental, 
improvement-oriented approach is often lacking. Finally, examples of successful 
experimentation experiences in academia-industry collaborations are described in [23, 
43]. 
The abovementioned studies portray different approaches to experimentation. In the 
context of this thesis, the following criteria are used as requirements for systematic 
experimentation: 1) the business-driven definition of explicit assumptions, 2) the design 
and conducting of experiments to test those assumptions, 3) the analysis of experiment 
data, and 4) the use of experiment results as input for decision making and follow-up 
action. Continuous experimentation is achieved if these steps are a permanent part of the 
development process. 
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3  Research questions 
This chapter specifies the goals and research questions of the study. 
3.1 Goals 
As demonstrated by the overview in Chapter 2, there is increasing interest in 
experimentation as an integral part of software product development. Reflecting this 
interest, several case studies on companies’ experimentation experiences have recently 
been published. However, the majority of these reports portray the practices of eminent, 
typically web-facing corporations. A broader understanding of the state of the practice is 
therefore lacking. There has also been relatively little discussion about the challenges 
and enabling factors that practitioners associate with continuous experimentation. 
This study therefore attempts to achieve two main objectives: 
 
  
 
 
3.2 Research questions 
Based on the study goals, two principal research questions are defined. One of the ques-
tions is divided into two more precise subquestions. The research questions are: 
RQ1:  How is continuous experimentation applied in software development  
companies? 
RQ1.1: How is customer feedback concerning the software product collected? 
RQ1.2: How is the collected customer feedback used in the software product 
 development process? 
RQ2: What challenges and success factors are associated with continuous  
experimentation? 
Identify the key challenges and success factors  
with respect to continuous experimentation 
Develop an understanding of the state of the practice of continuous experimentation 
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4 Study design 
This chapter discusses the design of the study. It begins by outlining the research 
strategy and then goes on to describe the research method and the sampling strategy. 
The specifics of data collection are discussed next. The chapter concludes with an 
overview of the data analysis method. 
4.1 Overall research strategy 
The purpose of this study was to explore and portray the experiences and views of 
industry practitioners with relation to continuous experimentation. The overall design of 
the study followed the qualitative paradigm. This approach was chosen because 
qualitative research aims at developing a multifaceted understanding of complex 
phenomena in their natural context [51]. An understanding of the research topic is built 
inductively, based on the learning gained from research participants. Moreover, the 
qualitative research process is typically emergent, taking shape based on initial findings. 
The philosophical framework underlying a piece of research influences its design and 
therefore merits a brief discussion. Robson [51] describes the most common 
philosophical stances. First, positivism is founded on the perception of verifiable, 
objective truth. This approach is typical of the natural sciences. Second, constructivism, 
also known as interpretivism, is based on the notion that truth is a socio-cultural 
construction and thus context-dependent and subjective. Constructivism characterizes 
much of qualitative research. However, since the subject matter of this study was more 
practical than philosophical, a middle ground approach of pragmatism was considered 
most appropriate. According to Robson, pragmatism approaches truth in terms of what 
works while acknowledging that truth is relative to the observer. 
4.2 Research method 
A qualitative survey approach was chosen for this study. Fink [24] identifies several 
occasions when a qualitative survey design is appropriate, including the following four 
ones relevant to this study: first, the study is focused on exploring the knowledge and 
opinions of experts in a particular field. Second, the study intends to collect information 
in the participants’ own words rather than use predefined response choices. Third, there 
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is not enough prior information of the study subject to enable either the use of 
standardized measures or the construction of a formal questionnaire. Fourth, sample size 
is limited due to access or resource constraints. 
Methodologically, qualitative surveys resemble the widely used qualitative research 
methods of multiple case studies [54] and grounded theory [26]. However, both case 
studies and grounded theory typically rely on multiple methods of data collection, 
which are used repeatedly during the study. Qualitative surveys do not necessitate this 
[24, 32], making them a suitable choice for smaller-scale investigations such as the 
present study. Furthermore, case studies aim at producing an in-depth analysis of 
particular cases [54], while grounded theory aims at generating an explanatory theory 
[26]. The focus of qualitative surveys is less specific and theoretical, and more 
concerned with providing a multifaceted, diverse view of the topic of interest [24, 32]. 
This made it a suitable choice for the current exploratory study. 
The use of the label “qualitative survey” is currently not prevalent, although Jansen [32] 
argues that many small-scale qualitative studies might well be typified as such. Jansen 
contends that following the principles of qualitative surveys helps to establish a credible 
methodological basis to this type of research. Despite the relative novelty of the label, 
studies using variations of the qualitative survey method can be found even in the field 
of software engineering, for instance [22, 46, 55]. 
Finally, qualitative surveys are not to be confused with quantitatively oriented statistical 
surveys. As Fink ([24] p. 68) summarizes, qualitative surveys forgo statistical 
representativeness and generalizability to “provide depth and individual meaning to the 
questions of interest”. 
4.3 Sampling strategy 
Purposive, nonprobability sampling was used to select study participants, as is common 
in qualitative surveys [24, 32]. Purposive sampling involves the discretion of the re-
searcher in selecting a sample that is suited to the study’s purposes [51]. Several specific 
techniques may be used depending on the research goals. Since qualitative surveys are 
concerned with forming a multifaceted view of the research topic [24, 32], a purposive 
diversity sample was selected. 
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The target population of this study consisted of the representatives of software devel-
opment companies. To achieve a diverse set of participants, companies of various sizes, 
domains of operation, and stages of life cycle were selected. Companies with proprie-
tary software product development were sought in order to gain an understanding of 
their particular situation, as opposed to companies specializing exclusively in consulta-
tion or customer projects. Furthermore, company representatives from different roles 
and with solid experience in the software industry were sought to ensure knowledgeable 
views on the study subjects. 
Determining the size of the sample beforehand is often difficult in qualitative studies 
due to the emergent nature of the research process [51]. Saturation, or the point when 
the addition of new data provides no substantive new insights with respect to the phe-
nomenon being studied, is sometimes used as an indicator of when to stop collecting 
data (see for instance [26]). Since formally determining the point of saturation is chal-
lenging, a more subjective approach of constantly evaluating the quality and compre-
hensiveness of the collected data may be used instead [51]. The latter approach was 
used in this study. 
4.4 Data collection method 
Interviewing was used for data collection since it is a highly versatile method which can 
provide illuminating data about the interviewees’ opinions and experiences [51]. 
Interviewing is also highly characteristic of qualitative surveys [24, 32]. A commonly 
used classification of interview types is based on their level of formality and 
standardization and distinguishes between structured, semi-structured, and unstructured 
interviews [51]. The semi-structured approach was chosen for this study because it 
enabled focusing on predefined research topics while also being highly flexible to allow 
for unforeseen information. Flexibility in conducting the interviews was necessary due 
to the exploratory nature of the study. Audiotaping the interviews allows the interviewer 
to concentrate on the unfolding discussion rather than on note-taking [51]. It also 
facilitates data analysis by providing a complete record of the interview. 
There are certain key disadvantages to using interviews to collect data [51]. First, the 
elicited information is filtered through the interviewee, and is therefore indirect. It may 
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also be inaccurate or biased. This risk cannot be wholly eliminated, but can be mitigated 
for instance by following up on responses, using probes and prompts, and emphasizing 
the non-evaluative nature of the interview. A second intrinsic disadvantage is the 
resource intensiveness of interviews for both researchers and interviewees. 
Individual interviews were selected in lieu of the focus group approach in the present 
study. Focus groups can provide a rich account of the study subject since the interaction 
between participants may reveal insights that would not surface in individual interviews 
[51]. However, emerging group processes can bias the results. On a practical note, focus 
groups are even more resource intensive than individual interviews. Due to these 
reasons, focus groups were not employed in this study. 
Besides interviews, direct observation and document analysis were viable data 
collection options for the purposes of this study. Both of these methods are applicable in 
qualitative surveys [24, 32], and have the potential for deep insights that realistically 
portray the state of the practice [51]. However, direct observation requires access to the 
site of interest [51]. It can also be a particularly resource-intensive form of data 
collection. Another issue in direct observation is reactivity, or the effect of the observer 
on the situation being observed. These drawbacks resulted in direct observation being 
rejected as the data collection method of this study. 
As regards document analysis, it may unearth detailed information that would not come 
up in interviews [51]. Its weaknesses include the possibility of restricted access and the 
difficulty of locating relevant documentation. In this study, publicly available online 
information was used to gather basic data about the participating companies before the 
interviews. Analysis of companies’ internal documentation was not conducted due to 
access and resource restrictions. 
Semi-structured interviews offered several benefits that made them a suitable data 
collection method for this study. Nevertheless, as with the use of any other individual 
method, limitations are inevitable. In order to mitigate these limitations and enhance 
validity through triangulation, additional data collection methods should be used in 
possible future instantiations of the study. 
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4.5 Interview structure 
An interview guide containing key topics, questions, and prompts was developed to 
provide guidelines for the interviews. The interview guide is presented in Appendix 4. 
The first version of the guide was designed before data collection began and tested in a 
pilot interview. It was then improved iteratively during subsequent data collection, 
although the alterations were rather small. 
Characteristic of the semi-structured approach, the guide was intended as a thematic 
backbone of the interviews rather than as a questionnaire-type form [51]. The 
sequencing and wording of the questions was not fixed, and the time allocated to each 
topic varied between interviews. Questions were omitted if they did not suit the context 
of the interview. Furthermore, clarifying questions and other unscheduled questions and 
observations were permissible for both interviewer and interviewee. This may allow for 
deeper insights and reduced misunderstandings [51]. 
Open-ended questions were used throughout the interviews to gain expressive answers 
in the interviewees’ own words [24]. Basic information about the interviewee and his or 
her company was gathered in the beginning of the interview (Appendix 4, questions 1–
3). These questions were meant to “warm up” the interviewee for the main body of the 
interview [51]. Similarly, there were “cool off” questions at the end to start bringing the 
interview to a close (questions 21–22). The main body of the interview was centred on 
three pre-defined themes that were derived from the research questions: 
1. Current software development practices (questions 4–6) 
 Provided background information for both research questions 
2. Current practices of customer feedback elicitation and use (questions 7–17) 
 Sought answers to research question 1 concerning the application of 
continuous experimentation in software development companies 
3. Future practices of customer feedback elicitation and use (questions 18–20) 
 Sought answers to research question 2 concerning the challenges and 
success factors of continuous experimentation 
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4.6 Data analysis method 
The data from the semi-structured interviews was examined through thematic (coding) 
analysis [15, 51]. Thematic analysis was selected since it offers an accessible, flexible, 
and epistemologically independent approach to the analysis of qualitative data. The 
analysis was based on an inductive, iterative coding process, during which themes, or 
patterns, were identified within the data. 
As with any other method, there are drawbacks to using thematic analysis. Most 
importantly, its flexibility requires the researcher to maintain a clear sense of focus and 
rigor during analysis [51]. On the other hand, this flexibility allows the analytic style to 
be adapted to suit study purposes. 
The guidelines of thematic analysis are similar to those of many other qualitative data 
analysis methods, such as grounded theory [26]. Thematic analysis is in fact sometimes 
portrayed as a tool that is used within other data analysis methods to derive insights 
from qualitative information [14]. However, in this study thematic analysis was used as 
a stand-alone method as described in [15, 51]. It consists of five phases (Figure 5) 
which are performed partially in parallel with data collection. The process is therefore 
evolutionary and iterative: preliminary analysis affects subsequent data collection, and 
vice versa. 
 
Figure 5. The five phases of thematic analysis. Adapted from [15, 51]. 
 
Familiarizing 
oneself  
with the data 
Generating 
initial  
codes 
Identifying 
themes 
Interrelating 
themes 
Integrating, 
interpreting, 
and 
reporting 
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The first phase involves preparing the data for analysis and developing an overall 
understanding of the data [51]. Transcribing the audio recordings of the interviews helps 
to achieve both of these objectives. In the present study, transcription guidelines were 
created to support the study’s analytic goals. Transcription was verbatim apart from 
consecutive word repetitions and non-verbal filler utterances, which were omitted. In 
addition, conspicuous emphases and emotional expressions such as laughter were 
indicated, as were other observations considered relevant by the transcriber. Detailed 
notes on social interaction or the use of language were not included since their analysis 
was not relevant to the study goals. 
In the second phase of thematic analysis, initial codes are assigned to analytically 
relevant data segments [51]. The codes provide a way to label, organize, and synthesize 
the contents of the data. An inductive approach, in which the codes were generated 
based on the data instead of using a predefined coding frame, was considered suitable 
for the exploratory purposes of the present study. The coding process involved a 
constant comparison between existing codes and the processing of new data to ensure 
uniformity. Reflecting this, the study’s codebook, presented in Appendix 5, was 
developed iteratively and incrementally. 
Codes may be descriptive, analytic, or category markers depending on the research 
questions the analysis attempts to answer [51]. In this study, the first research question 
regarding the use of continuous experimentation generated a large number of 
descriptive codes (codebook categories “Background information”, “Techniques of 
customer feedback collection”, and “Use of collected feedback”). Fewer, more analytic 
codes were created to answer the second research question regarding the challenges and 
success factors of continuous experimentation (codebook categories “Challenges” and 
“Strengths”). Category markers, whose role is to structure the code list, are identified in 
the codebook by uppercase headings. 
Once initial codes have been developed, they are grouped into themes in the third phase 
of thematic analysis [51]. According to Robson ([51] p.474), a theme “captures 
something of interest or importance in relation to […] [the] research question(s)”. In 
this study’s codebook, the themes are mostly organized hierarchically into top- and sub-
level categories. Examples of deriving hierarchical themes from the data are presented 
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in Table 1. The category “Strengths” is not organized hierarchically in the codebook 
because it contains so few codes. 
In the fourth phase of thematic analysis, the relationships between the themes are 
examined [51]. Finally, in the fifth phase the data is explored within and across themes 
to summarize the results. When reporting the results, extracts from the data are provided 
to substantiate findings. 
Table 1. Examples of deriving themes from the data. 
Original quotation Code Sub-category Top category 
“I would say we have good connection to 
customers and it’s… We know our 
customers.”[12:29] 
Customer and 
domain 
knowledge 
 Strengths 
“[T]his helps the customer to prioritize 
what they should do first and what next. And 
sometimes even they are able to realize that 
they might have some development ideas 
that they realize that they should actually 
forget about them.”[15:18] 
Identifying 
customer value 
Relevance of 
feedback 
Use of collected 
feedback 
“[P]ipelines are pretty much full. So this 
means if you want to get something new out, 
it’s going to take at least six months or even 
more.”[21:3] 
Release cycle 
speed 
Product 
management 
Challenges 
“[I]t’s more like we pull the feedback from 
them, not that they push it to us. So people 
are very reluctant, is that the right word, I 
don’t know… To give feedback.”[16:33] 
Customer 
organization 
culture 
B2B domain 
specific 
Challenges 
 
5 Study execution 
The purpose of this chapter is to specify how the study design, described in Chapter 4, 
was instantiated in this particular study. The specifics of recruiting participants, con-
ducting interviews and analysing data are presented. Finally, the ethical considerations 
of the study are discussed. 
5.1 Participant recruitment 
Study participants were recruited via two channels: among the affiliates of the Need for 
Speed research program [1] and through the professional contacts of the author of this 
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thesis. Due to practical constraints, only companies operating in Finland were 
considered. None of the study participants were known to the author beforehand. 
Participant recruitment was performed either by the author or by the study’s supervisors. 
Gatekeepers were contacted at each company, who either participated in the study 
themselves or suggested a suitable interviewee. A covering letter outlining the purpose 
and procedures of the study (Appendix 1) was sent via email to the gatekeeper except in 
the case of the pilot interview. 
Once an interview had been agreed, a more detailed study information sheet 
(Appendix 2) along with an informed consent form (Appendix 3) was sent to the 
interviewee. In the pilot case, these documents were presented at the beginning of the 
interview. The purpose of sending the documents in advance was to allow the 
participants to orientate themselves to the study’s subject area and procedures, and to 
give them time to voice any queries about the study. 
In one case, the recruitment process resulted in four interviewees from a particular 
company, compared with one interviewee from the other companies. It was decided that 
the opportunity to gain additional insights should be utilized and all four persons were 
therefore interviewed. This decision was in accordance with both the study’s 
exploratory objectives and its purposive sampling strategy. 
The recruitment resulted in the interviewing of thirteen representatives of ten software 
companies. Additional participants were not recruited as no significant new themes had 
emerged from the latest interviews. This suggested that the existing sample was 
sufficiently comprehensive for the purposes of this study. 
5.2 Study procedures 
Thirteen semi-structured individual interviews were conducted in Finland between Feb-
ruary and April 2014. A pilot interview was conducted first to test the interview guide 
(Appendix 4) and to gain an understanding of the duration of the interview. Since the 
pilot interview revealed that the interview guide was functional and only required minor 
changes, the pilot interview data was also included in the study results. 
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The average length of the interviews was 48 minutes, with the range spanning between 
36 and 64 minutes. All interviews were conducted in English and recorded with an au-
dio recording device. Eleven interviews were performed face to face on interviewees’ 
company premises, one via video conferencing, and one as a VoIP call. Eleven inter-
views were conducted by the author of this thesis, while in the remaining two cases the 
study’s primary supervisor was also present to provide expert guidance. One of these 
two cases was the pilot interview. 
The interview recordings were transcribed by the author shortly after the completion of 
each interview. Clarifications were requested afterwards from the interviewees via email 
when necessary. The transcripts were coded and analysed using ATLAS.ti [2], a com-
puter-assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) tool. Specific analytical 
tools used in ATLAS.ti included document and code families, code frequency counts, 
the code co-occurrence explorer, network views, and the memo functionality. The ana-
lytic codebook (Appendix 5) was also reviewed by the study’s primary supervisor. 
5.3 Ethical considerations 
Guidelines formulated by Vinson and Singer [64] were followed in ensuring the study’s 
ethicality. The purpose and procedures of the study were shared with the participants via 
an information sheet (Appendix 2), in addition to which they were asked to give volun-
tary informed consent to partake in the study (Appendix 3). Permission to record the 
interviews was requested from the interviewees. This request was stated in the infor-
mation sheet (Appendix 2) and reiterated verbally in the beginning of each interview. 
None of the interviewees had objections to the use of audio recording. To promote con-
fidentiality, only persons involved in the execution of this study had access to the audio 
recordings or their transcripts. Moreover, identifying information was removed from the 
transcripts before their use in data analysis. 
The participants were informed that direct, anonymous quotations from the interviews 
might be used in this thesis and possible subsequent publications (Appendix 2). Quota-
tion marks and an italicized font mark the interview excerpts. An anonymous quotation 
number generated by the data analysis tool, ATLAS.ti [2], is used to identify the ex-
cerpts. Square brackets within the quotations denote additions and modifications that 
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have been done to improve legibility. Grammar has not been corrected. Ellipses within 
square brackets ([…]) indicate an omission of a word, a sentence, or a longer text frag-
ment. 
6 Results 
The objectives of this study were to 1) explore the state of the practice of continuous 
experimentation, and to 2) identify the challenges and success factors which industry 
practitioners associate with continuous experimentation. To this end, thirteen semi-
structured interviews were conducted with software company representatives. A 
characterization of the participants is given in Section 6.1. 
The main findings from the interviews are presented next. A short synopsis of the 
participating companies’ software development practices is given in Section 6.2, 
followed by an overview of their customer feedback collection techniques in Section 
6.3. A discussion on how customer feedback is used to guide development follows in 
Section 6.4. Finally, the various challenges and enabling factors associated with 
continuous experimentation are presented in Sections 6.5 and 6.6, respectively. 
6.1 Overview of participants 
Ten ICT companies operating in Finland participated in the study. The focus was on 
their software product development functions. Table 2 gives a characterization of the 
companies by size, domain, and product orientation (business-to-consumer (B2C) or 
business-to-business (B2B)). Three of the companies can be described as startups. More 
details about the companies are not disclosed due to confidentiality reasons. 
Most interviewees held either senior management (31%) or middle management (54%) 
positions in their companies. Consultant and senior software architect roles were also 
represented (15%). The interviewees’ length of employment in their current company 
varied between 1 and 26 years, with the average being 7.7 years. The interviews were 
grounded on each interviewee’s role within the company. Consequently, the study re-
sults do not necessarily represent a comprehensive account of the opinions and ways of 
working of the participating companies. 
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Unlike the other companies who only had one representative, company C (Table 2) was 
represented by four interviewees. Their answers were merged together to form an over-
all impression of the company. This merging also applies to the analytic code frequency 
counts in Chapter 6: all code counts are given by company, not by interviewee. As re-
gards company E (Table 2), their practices of software development were not discussed 
during the interview since the interviewee was not actively involved in this part of the 
company’s operations. Input from company E is therefore only included in Sections 
6.5–6.6. 
Table 2. Participating companies (size classification: small < 50, medium ≤ 250, large > 250 employees) 
Company Company size by  
no. of employees 
Company domain Product 
orientation 
A Small Gaming B2C 
B Small ICT services B2B 
C Large ICT services B2B 
D Small Sports B2B, B2C 
E Medium ICT services B2B 
F Small Software development tools B2B 
G Medium Software development tools B2B, B2C 
H Large Security B2B, B2C 
I Large Telecom B2B 
J Small Multimedia B2B 
 
6.2 Software development practices and principles 
The development practices and principles of the participating companies are summa-
rized in Table 3. The findings are based on the interviewees’ informal descriptions of 
their development approach rather than a formal questionnaire or definition provided by 
the researchers. Overall, the findings were similar to a recent international survey [63] 
and a slightly older national survey [52], although the prevalence of lean-inspired prac-
tices and continuous integration (CI) appeared to be higher. Consistent with previous 
research [57], there was variability in how CI was interpreted and implemented in the 
companies. Details of the companies’ CI systems were not examined in this study. 
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Release cycles were mostly short (Table 3 – the figures concern new product versions, 
not urgent bug fixes). Furthermore, interviewees often made remarks on constantly hav-
ing a deployable product version available, working in a production-like environment to 
simplify deployments, and pursuing a DevOps mode of operation. The overall impres-
sion from the interviews was that deployments were quite lightweight and flexible, ex-
cept for on-premises installations in B2B environments. However, the particularities of 
the companies’ deployment pipelines were not investigated further in this study. 
Table 3. Software development practices and principles in participating companies. 
Development practice  
or principle 
No. of companies  
employing practice 
Percentage of companies 
employing practice 
Agile software development 9 100% 
Continuous integration 9 100% 
Kanban 4 44% 
Minimum viable product 4 44% 
Scrum 4 44% 
Continuous deployment 2 22% 
Lean 2 22% 
Release cycle ≤ 1 month 
(incl. continuous deployment) 
5 56% 
Release cycle ≤ 3 months  3 33% 
Release cycle > 3 months 1 11% 
 
6.3 Customer feedback collection techniques  
The companies used a wide array of techniques to learn about customer needs and eval-
uate created customer value (Table 4). Most techniques were based on eliciting direct 
customer feedback through familiar means such as stakeholder interviews and surveys, 
prototypes, usability and user experience testing, and other forms of user testing. Bug 
reports and feature voting were also used as a way to guide development. It appeared 
that customers were generally not very closely involved with the everyday activities of 
development, for instance in the role of a resident product owner. Overall, the present 
findings were similar to the techniques mentioned in previous research [11, 27]. As in 
Section 6.2, these findings are based on the interviewees’ informal descriptions. 
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Table 4. Techniques for customer feedback collection in participating companies. Table structure adapted 
from [27]. Techniques also mentioned in [11, 27] are italicized to provide a point of comparison. 
Development phase Development  
activity 
Feedback collection technique  
with no. of companies employing it 
Pre-development Exploration and  
problem definition  
Requirements  
engineering 
Customer representative 1 
Internal brainstorming 2 
Proofs of concept 2 
Prototyping 3 
Stakeholder interviews 5 
Use cases 2 
During  
development 
Evaluation and  
validation 
Acceptance testing 1 
Alpha and beta testing 3 
Informal end user tests 2 
Internal experiments for consumer products 2 
Labs website 1 
Pilot customers 4 
Usability or user experience testing 4 
Post-deployment Evolution and  
maintenance 
Improvement and  
innovation 
A/B or multivariate testing 4 
Bug report analysis 3 
Feature voting 3 
In-product surveys 1 
Product usage data analysis 
including performance data analysis 
5 
Continual  Customer surveys 6 
Direct customer feedback  
via email, meetings, phone etc. 
7 
Market research 5 
 
Implicit customer feedback in the form of product usage data was collected by a slight 
majority of the companies (Table 4). In many cases the product instrumentation only 
covered overall performance data and basic user demographics. However, some compa-
nies also had more sophisticated, feature-level instrumentation. Seven companies (78%) 
had plans either to begin collecting product usage data or to improve current practices in 
the future. The key motivation behind these plans was the possibility to assess customer 
value and enable data-driven decision making. Product usage data was considered “an 
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excellent tool […] to see in which features to invest [and] how to improve them […]. 
And also for […] directly guid[ing] our development efforts.” [29:15] It was also rec-
ognized that the enhanced capacity to identify customer value “ha[s] a positive impact 
to our business as well, eventually.” [28:23] 
However, quantitative product usage data was not regarded as a panacea for the exten-
sive knowledge requirements of software development. Purely quantitative data was 
considered somewhat one-sided in the sense that “the data can only tell us we have a 
problem somewhere, but it cannot tell us what the problem is, or how to fix it.” [27:34] 
Rigorous data analysis was seen as a necessity for “figur[ing] out root causes. So it’s 
[…] brainwork, […] that’s the difficult bit.” [21:45] Qualitative customer feedback can 
facilitate analysis by illuminating the reasoning behind customer behaviour: “I think 
both are […] needed […]. What the users say or think and […] what they actually do, 
might be also a little bit different in some cases.” [22:43] Overall, interviewees often 
remarked on the difficulty of measuring created customer value. 
Despite the wealth of techniques used to collect customer feedback, their use in system-
atic, continuous experimentation with customers was rare. Experimentation based on 
explicit, business-driven assumptions only appeared to be an integral development prac-
tice in one (startup) company. Some companies utilized A/B or multivariate testing (Ta-
ble 4), but most only used it occasionally and not necessarily in a systematic way. Addi-
tionally, three companies (33%) had plans to begin using A/B testing or to improve cur-
rent practices in the future. The unsystematic approach to experimentation was also 
acknowledged by some of the interviewees: 
“Whether we are systematic and very good, I have some doubts. It’s a little bit ad 
hoc. So ‘Let’s have a tagline like this, and maybe like that. Okay, let’s put it up 
there [to production] and let’s see’. […] So […] it is not very thorough and not 
very scientific.”[21:30] 
Finally, there was uncertainty regarding the application of A/B testing: some interview-
ees associated it only with the optimization of existing features, whereas others thought 
that minor changes do not merit experiments. Moreover, some interviewees thought that 
A/B testing may be hard to justify to stakeholders if it causes additional R&D expenses. 
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6.4 Customer feedback in guiding development 
The collected customer feedback provides a basis for guiding product development to 
better meet customer needs. Findings on how the feedback was integrated into the prod-
uct development process are described in the first section. The following section con-
siders the connection between customer feedback and business strategy. 
6.4.1 Integration into product development 
Based on the conducted interviews it appeared that customer feedback was integrated 
into the development process in fairly traditional ways. The feedback was analysed to 
extract work items which were then organized into a prioritized product backlog. In a 
business-to-business environment these phases were typically underpinned by an ongo-
ing dialogue with the customer organization(s). 
There was some variation in how the interviewees described their approach to customer 
feedback processing. Particularly the startup representatives emphasized an innovation-
oriented approach: “If we only follow the explicit customer requirements, we don’t actu-
ally do anything innovative, we just fill the need that they currently have.” [16:36] Ex-
ploring the feedback beyond face value in order to generate new ideas was an essential 
factor in this approach: “The interesting thing is their complaint, not the solution that 
they are providing.” [14:37] 
The level of involvement of different stakeholders in analysing customer feedback var-
ied: in some cases, product or project managers (or equivalent roles) and the develop-
ment team were all heavily involved with analysing the feedback and the responsibility 
was shared. In other cases, management roles had the principal responsibility for the 
process but all the feedback was reviewed together with the development team. Finally, 
particularly in the larger companies, the process was management-led and the develop-
ment team mainly based their work on a ready-made product backlog. Some interview-
ees considered this problematic: “[T]here is still a lot for improvement in that area 
[sharing customer information with the development team].” [20:12] The problems 
arose from a possibility for lost insights: “[I]t’s very, very important […] to spread all 
this [customer] information even to the developers, because they have typically great 
ideas.” [20:13] 
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6.4.2 Connection to business strategy 
Two divergent approaches emerged regarding the influence of customer feedback on 
business strategy and goals. First, some company representatives thought the strategy 
was continuously being revised based on the feedback. This approach was predominant 
among the startup companies.  As one interviewee said: “Our strategy is to experiment. 
[…] At the moment […] we are making it up as we go along and we see, ‘Hey, that's 
getting traction, let's do more of that’. Rather than a big strategy deck.” [27:54] 
It is noteworthy that employing a flexible strategy did not imply an unclear product vi-
sion. Several interviewees remarked that new task candidates were habitually evaluated 
against the product vision: “[I]f it’s something that is not in the roadmap, then we eval-
uate […] does this fit into our […] current vision of the product.” [16:56] 
In the second approach, business strategy and goals were considered more stable and 
not directly influenced by the customer feedback: “[O]f course everything is connected, 
but it [the customer feedback] doesn’t direct our business goals.” [12:42] In this ap-
proach the emphasis was on the strategy guiding the development activities rather than 
the other way around: “[T]here is a direct link [to] what we are doing from our strate-
gy.” [28:59] This approach appeared to be more typical to established companies. 
6.5 Challenges with respect to continuous experimentation 
Gaining an understanding of the obstacles that practitioners associate with experimenta-
tion was a central objective of this study. This section begins by presenting the key do-
main-independent challenges, classified into four broad topic areas that emerged from 
the interview data. Figure 6 gives an overview of these challenges. Additionally, chal-
lenges specific to the business-to-business domain were identified. The section con-
cludes with a review of these factors. 
6.5.1 Organizational culture 
For the purposes of this study, organizational culture was broadly defined as “the way 
we do things around here” ([13] p. 22). A range of issues was categorized under the 
concept. These included issues related to overall beliefs and perceptions, ways of work-
ing, and roles and responsibilities. 
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Figure 6. The key domain-independent challenges with frequency of occurrence by participating compa-
ny (outer circle) sorted by topic areas (inner circle). 
Half of the company representatives considered organizational culture a major obsta-
cle to moving towards an experimental mode of operation (Figure 6). The overarching 
issues with relation to organizational culture included a perceived lack of agility, proac-
tivity, and transparency – either within the company or in relation to the company’s cus-
tomers. It was noted that “the technical things are not […] even close to the weight of 
the cultures’ obstacles.” [29:22] Another interviewee agreed that trouble in embracing 
experimentation “has nothing to do with technology” [18:17] and that moving towards 
an experimentation culture was the principal challenge. 
Transforming the culture of established companies with a long history in traditional, big 
design up front software development was considered challenging:  
“I think the biggest obstacle […] is that the middle management of every 
companies is fine-tuned to do industrial production. But now we’re working with 
brains, not anymore […] [with] the pieces of a factory.” [18:17] 
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Accepting a degree of initial uncertainty was considered essential when shifting from 
heavy upfront planning to an experimental mode of operation, “[a]nd this thinking is 
very hard, and this has to do with the culture of the companies. That they think [about 
the] business potential for […] the unknown things, and they test it out.” [18:13] 
In addition to the aforementioned higher-level challenges, some more specific issues 
regarding roles and responsibilities were identified. First, some interviewees observed 
that the development team was not always sufficiently involved in customer interaction 
and customer feedback analysis, and valuable insights may therefore be lost. The inter-
viewees hoped to be able to better utilize team input in the future. Second, there were a 
few comments on different roles having divergent viewpoints to product development: 
“[T]echnological people […] love to tinker with details. Or with something that doesn’t 
sell anything.” [14:23] Third, the importance of allocating responsibilities and suffi-
cient resources for managing them was noted: 
“[T]here should be at least one person within the organization whose main 
concern is […] to be the one […] who understands what our customers need. […] 
[U]sually […] it’s nobody’s responsibility, and nobody has time for that.” [15:27] 
The overall impression from the interviews was that cherishing and improving customer 
understanding was a central value to all of the participating companies. However, one 
interviewee questioned the depth of commitment to customer value in the sense that 
companies may “do customer listening [because] everybody has to do it, but then, in 
the end, the message really never comes through.” [15:15] For instance, there may not 
be enough resources for executing change or improvement initiatives in a short-term-
oriented atmosphere where “saving money now seems to be the main issue, and not real-
ly how to attract the customers more.” [15:24] 
Cultural challenges were remarked upon by the representatives of both established and 
startup companies. However, the general impression was that there was some variation 
in the magnitude of the experienced challenges: the startup representatives appeared to 
identify individual, specific issues, while the more fundamental issues were typically 
brought up by the representatives of established companies. 
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6.5.2 Product management 
Concern over slow release cycles was one of the central themes in terms of product 
management challenges (Figure 6). Despite the already relatively short release cycles of 
the companies (Table 3), the wish to further accelerate development was evident in the 
interviewees’ comments. Some companies considered this their principal target for de-
velopment: “[W]e are experiencing a […] slowing down of the development process, 
and that is one of the biggest challenges that we are experiencing today. I would say 
that the biggest challenge.” [18:31] 
Some company representatives recognized clear reasons for the suboptimal functioning 
of the development cycle. A surplus of work compared to R&D capacity was a signifi-
cant factor: “[P]ipelines are pretty much full […] [I]t takes so long to get [a new re-
quirement] through the system.” [21:3] Bottlenecks in the development process were 
another reason: “[T]he customer requirements, they quite often lie too long in that 
[product] backlog. Nothing is done.” [12:38] 
Focusing on products and features that create most customer value was seen as a central 
way to speed up development. As one interviewee summarized: “I don’t think you can 
accelerate anything. What you can do is do less. […] So pushing back on the need for 
more would be the way to speed up things.” [21:32] 
Identifying the metrics to evaluate created customer value and product success was a 
major challenge both in relation to dedicated experiments and to the general observation 
of product usage (Figure 6). In the words of one interviewee: 
“To measure the right thing is the hard thing, to know that what is relevant. I think 
you can easily measure such a lot of things that you […] lose sight of the forest for 
all the trees. And then you just optimize irrelevant things.”[27:22] 
This sentiment was shared by another interviewee: “We have [a] huge amount of data, 
but we need to use it wisely. It’s no sense to make metrics without rationality.” [13:22] 
Similarly, the challenge of defining metrics to suit the characteristics of different prod-
ucts was noted: “We measure the wrong things for some of [the] products.” [21:44] 
A particularly interesting challenge from the point of view of experimentation related to 
which metrics and techniques of customer feedback collection to use when scaling up a 
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product. After a certain point in growth the company could not “rely on individual cus-
tomer comments too much, we really need to get the much bigger sample from the […] 
[customers] that what is important and what is not important.” [28:45] However, find-
ing a feedback collection technique to suit both the nature of the product and its cus-
tomer base was considered demanding: 
“You can’t throw big data analytics on this [product] with a few thousand people, 
but you can’t really […] interview each […] one of them […] either. And this is 
exactly the spot where you yearn to move upwards, and we don’t know what’s […] 
the obstacle to move into the hundred thousand or million downloads.” [21:52] 
A further set of issues was related to defining the product roadmap (Figure 6). Identi-
fying a minimum viable product (MVP) was considered “very easy to say, very hard to 
do. And the main focus shouldn’t be minimum […], but what is viable, that’s the real 
thing.” [21:34] Another interviewee contemplated the challenges of the MVP approach 
with respect to scheduling experiments: 
“One big thing is always how far to take the product before we measure it. […] 
[W]hat is the minimum viable product? If I get crap metrics, does that mean that 
my product idea is crap or just that my implementation is crap?” [27:13] 
As regards established products, one interviewee described formulating a product back-
log as “black magic” [21:61] as it could be so difficult to organize and prioritize vary-
ing customer needs. Another closely related challenge was the alignment of customer 
needs with the company’s internal product vision and strategy. 
6.5.3 Data management 
Interviewees frequently expressed concern over deficiencies in the analysis of collect-
ed customer feedback and other data (Figure 6). Learning potential was lost because the 
data was not rigorously analysed and integrated into the product development process: 
“There’s too little analysis of available data, we should actually utilize […] the existing 
data more in our decision making so that the element of gut feeling or some kind of intu-
ition would be minimized.” [28:27] 
Lack of time emerged as a key reason for inadequate data analysis. In addition, insuffi-
cient analytic expertise was mentioned as a contributing factor. The extract below de-
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scribes these challenges: 
“[T]here are not so many people who really are skilled enough to understand the 
numbers [produced e.g. by web analytics], or they don’t have enough time to 
really go deeper into the numbers and figure out what is this all about and what 
does this mean to us.” [15:19] 
Learning potential was also reduced by obstacles encountered in the availability and 
sharing of data with relevant stakeholders (Figure 6). In some cases the data was avail-
able in principle, but it was hard to find or decipher (especially in the case of quantita-
tive data). The challenge of sharing and managing tacit knowledge was also remarked 
upon. One interviewee described their challenges with sharing data as follows: 
“The data is scattered all over the place […]. If you need specific data that you 
don’t have, you would need to know the guy who has the data and kindly ask him. 
[…] [W]e are quite far from providing [a] really convenient, broad spectrum of 
data to all of the employees.” [21:15] 
6.5.4 Resources 
Lack of time and funding were among the most often mentioned challenges to exper-
imentation (Figure 6): “[T]he limiting thing is the money. […] Money and time.” 
[12:28] Investing in building an experiment system had to be considered in relation to 
other improvement initiatives. On the other hand, some interviewees emphasized the 
potential long-term benefits of investing in experimentation: “[T]here’s no strong 
enough belief on the fact that actually from customer satisfaction you would get better 
results in a long term.” [15:14] 
Technical obstacles to experimentation barely featured in the interviewees’ commen-
taries; only three cases emerged in which technical concerns restricted experimentation 
or had done so in the past (Figure 6). Moreover, these concerns appeared to be primarily 
linked to the resource demands of experimentation rather than insurmountable technical 
problems. In the words of one interviewee: “[O]f course, there are tools [to support 
experimentation], the implementation is then […] maybe the […] harder thing. […][I]t 
always requires that you do some implementation to your product.” [16:50] 
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6.5.5 Business-to-business-specific challenges 
Figure 7 presents the key business-to-business-specific challenges that emerged from 
the interviews. The supplier company’s experimentation approach must take into con-
sideration the cultures, processes, and resources of its customer organizations. In many 
cases, aspects of the customer organizations’ culture presented a challenge with rela-
tion to experimentation. For instance, despite the prevalent use of agile methodologies, 
customers were not always able to participate in the development process or in dedicat-
ed experiments. The following excerpt describes how this may limit the potential for 
learning about customers and also affect the mood of the development team: 
“[U]sually they [the customers] are not interested [in] how the development is 
going at all. We tried to invite them to the development sprint demos, but no one 
came. So they are buying the service, not development. And it was disappointing 
for the developers, because they was asking [for] the customer feedback and then 
they realized that ‘Okay, they are not caring about us at all.’” [13:27] 
 
Figure 7. The key business-to-business-specific challenges with frequency of occurrence by participating 
company (outer circle) sorted by topic areas (inner circle). 
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Another interviewee also commented on the difficulty of obtaining explicit customer 
feedback: “[I]t’s more like we pull the feedback from them, not that they push it to us. 
So people are very reluctant […] [t]o give feedback.” [16:33] Cultural issues also af-
fected the possibility of running dedicated customer experiments, especially when using 
on-premises installations: “[I]t’s very hard to do that [A/B testing] in the on-premises 
environment, because usually they are very strict on what they want to release on their 
[environment].” [16:49] Furthermore, if the product was developed in customer-funded 
projects, customers could be unwilling to pay for experimentation if it was seen as an 
additional expense that did not generate direct customer value. 
Lack of time emerged as the primary suggested reason for customers’ disinclination to 
participate and contribute more: 
“[T]ypically at customer side, there are much less people involved […], and [the] 
same people are involved in several deliveries with several suppliers. And if […] 
they need to give feedback and share their experiences with all the suppliers, it’s 
time-consuming.” [19:24] 
A related challenge was that access to the end users of the products was often limited: 
“[Y]ou actually can’t find the end user. You can only find some managers above him.” 
[16:44] Collecting relevant customer feedback without involving the end users was 
considered difficult because “the people who make the decision, […][are] not the end 
user[s], so they don’t actually see the problems, or […] if they see the problems, the 
problems might […] be totally different.” [16:23] 
Some interviewees regarded that improving product usage data collection would pro-
vide a useful way to alleviate many of the aforementioned challenges. Sophisticated 
product instrumentation would automatically provide the supplier company with genu-
ine end user feedback about the product. However, consent to usage data collection 
could not be taken for granted since “it might be difficult to get some of the customers to 
agree that we can monitor their users and what they do.” [22:28] Naturally, cases exist 
where product usage observation by external parties is not possible for instance due to 
strict confidentiality and safety regulations. 
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6.6 Success factors with respect to continuous experimentation 
Another objective of this study was to gain insights into the success factors of experi-
mentation. Interviewees were invited to reflect on their companies’ strengths with re-
spect to customer involvement and their methods of collecting and utilizing customer 
feedback. Figure 8 gives an overview of the key domain-independent success factors, 
using the same topic area classification as Section 6.5. The results are described in more 
detail in the following subsections. 
 
Figure 8. The key domain-independent success factors with frequency of occurrence by participating 
company (outer circle) sorted by topic areas (inner circle). 
6.6.1 Organizational culture 
A positive organizational culture was a recurrent theme in the context of success fac-
tors (Figure 8). The positive evaluations were typically made by the representatives of 
small companies, in particular the startup representatives. One interviewee specified his 
company’s key strength with respect to experimentation: “That we do it! That we un-
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derstand that we should do it.” [27:45] He described their approach as follows: 
“I think we have a good company culture in that everyone understands the value 
of this thing [experimentation]. […] [O]f course people will do more or less of it 
[experiment design and analysis]. […] But still, to some degree, we are all 
looking at ‘Okay, the data is going that way.’” [27:15] 
Other interviewees also stressed the importance of cultivating an open culture in which 
the whole team is involved in discussing the direction of product development and 
“everybody are free to tell what they think.” [14:39] In addition, the proper alignment 
of employees’ authorities and responsibilities was mentioned. An empowered organiza-
tional culture was considered desirable: “[W]e try to be empowering our every employ-
ee as much as possible and give them the freedom where they work, what they work 
with.” [16:46] 
One interviewee reflected on the common nominators of established companies who 
have succeeded in transforming their culture to an experimental mindset: “There are 
people who are rebellions. They don’t obey this traditional way of working. They are 
strong enough to do something different.” [18:19] He also stressed that successful com-
panies are organized in a way that supports and respects the grassroots-level of the 
company, because “innovations […] happen […] between us and our customers, […] in 
that dialogue. […] [I]t doesn’t happen on [the] managerial level, nor up in the leader-
ship teams […]. It happens in the frontline of our company.” [18:23] This viewpoint 
parallels the aforementioned findings regarding the active involvement and empower-
ment of the product development team. 
Finally, practical support functions were a concrete reflection of a positive approach to 
experimentation. The support included assistance in designing experiments and experi-
ment artefacts, scheduled data analysis meetings, and the use of sophisticated develop-
ment and test environments. The objective of these support functions was that individu-
al team members “don’t […] start from scratch, we have guys to help in that. Which 
[…] is a huge asset.” [21:41] 
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6.6.2 Product management 
Achieving a rapid release cycle was one of the key challenges of experimentation (Sec-
tion 6.5.2). However, release cycle speed was also regarded as a success factor by one 
company representative (Figure 8). The following quotation demonstrates that a faster 
cycle speed compared to competitors provided a competitive advantage: 
“We can develop the service based on the customer needs, which is, of course, the 
[way] [the competitor] is doing it, but they have a huge amount of customers and 
it might be unlikely to get a new feature in during […] one year. We can do it in 
three months.” [13:26] 
6.6.3 Resources 
The good availability of technical tools and the perception of technical competence 
were among the most often recognized success factor (Figure 8). Interviewees consid-
ered that the tools exist for implementing and improving experimentation, even if they 
were not all actively used due to the challenges discussed in the previous section: “We 
have the tools. […] We tried it [a particular experimentation tool] […] once and it 
looked good.” [12:18] Interviewees also appeared to trust the technical capabilities of 
their companies: “[I]t feels like we can get the technical issues sorted out.” [27:18] 
The importance of extensive customer and domain knowledge was another frequent 
theme in the interviews (Figure 8). As one interviewee said: “I would say we have good 
connection to customers […]. We know our customers.” [12:29] In some cases, the 
knowledge had been acquired organically during a long shared history. In other cases, 
various measures had been taken to actively involve customers in product development. 
Besides knowing one’s customers, expertise in the domain of operation was important: 
“People understand […] what it’s about.” [14:21] 
7 Discussion 
The findings of the present study are discussed in this chapter. The chapter is divided 
into three sections. Section 7.1 examines the state of the practice of continuous experi-
mentation. Section 7.2 explores the key challenges and success factors of building an 
experiment system.  Finally, threats to the study’s validity are considered in section 7.3. 
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7.1 State of the practice of continuous experimentation 
The first goal of this study was to develop an understanding of the state of the practice 
of continuous experimentation. Insights into how continuous experimentation is applied 
in software development companies were sought by exploring 1) software development 
practices and principles, 2) techniques of customer feedback collection, and 3) how the 
feedback is utilized in the software product development process. 
The study found that the principles of continuous experimentation resonated well within 
the software industry: there was a general wish to focus on customer value creation and 
data-driven decision making. Many of the contributing companies’ current practices 
supported these aspirations: agile development had supplanted traditional, waterfall-like 
development, continuous integration was utilized, and release cycles were reasonably 
short even though the use of continuous deployment was rare. Companies were attempt-
ing to further shorten release cycles for instance by focusing on key functionalities – a 
goal which experimentation may help to achieve. These practices suggest that the im-
portance of a rapid customer feedback loop is widely acknowledged in the industry. 
The contributing companies collected a wide range of direct customer feedback, but the 
collection of implicit customer feedback in the form of product usage data was not yet 
prevalent. Moreover, the rudimentary level of product instrumentation often impeded 
the use of product data to gain deeper insights into customer behaviour. However, the 
potential in product usage data had been acknowledged and most companies had plans 
to develop their procedures in this respect. These findings are in line with [27, 28], sug-
gesting that there is untapped learning potential in product usage data. 
The study found experimentation to be systematic and continuous in only one startup 
company. In addition, several companies expressed interest in A/B testing. This suggests 
that many practitioners are aware of the possible benefits of embracing an experimental 
approach to software development. It is also noteworthy that besides controlled experi-
ments, a wide array of customer feedback collection techniques can be used systemati-
cally (for examples, see [11, 27]). A related minor finding was the practitioners’ uncer-
tainty concerning the purpose of A/B testing. This uncertainty may reflect the relative 
novelty of formal experimentation techniques among the general ICT community. 
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The study found that the primary use for the collected customer feedback was the ex-
traction and prioritization of work items. There was variation in how much the devel-
opment team participated in customer interaction and customer feedback analysis: gen-
erally less in larger companies and more in smaller companies, particularly the startups. 
While the natural effects of company size and different business cases are potential ex-
planations for this, it may also indicate differences in organizational culture. The role of 
organizational culture in experimentation is discussed in Section 7.2. 
The connection between product vision, business strategy, and technological product 
development is central to continuous experimentation [23] and business alignment [5]. 
Experiments integrate these aspects by providing empirical data to support both prod-
uct-level and strategic decision making. This study found a highly flexible approach to 
business strategy management to only be typical of startups. As Fagerholm et al. [23] 
note, the continuous experimentation model is derived from a startup environment, and 
different variants of the model may be required to support other scenarios, possibly in a 
domain-specific manner. 
Innovation is an essential factor in a well-functioning experiment system [11]. The sig-
nificant connection between experimentation and innovation is discussed in more detail 
for instance by Thomke [61]. Previous studies have found deficiencies in the use of 
product usage data as a basis for product improvements and innovations [27, 28]. This 
study considered a broader scope of customer feedback, but the previous finding was 
echoed in the sense that the connection between innovation and customer and product 
data did not arise very strongly. Furthermore, the results suggest that innovation poten-
tial may be lost if the collaboration between the R&D organization, product manage-
ment, and customers is insufficient. The abovementioned observation about the limited 
involvement of the development team in customer interaction and customer feedback 
analysis is one such example. 
This section has discussed the state of the practice of continuous experimentation. It 
was shown that although the majority of companies have not yet reached the stage of 
continuous experimentation, many appear to be proceeding towards it as outlined by the 
“Stairway to Heaven” model [29]. However, there are several challenges along this 
path, as well as certain enabling factors. These are discussed in the next section. 
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7.2 Key challenges and success factors 
The second goal of this study was to identify the key challenges and success factors 
which industry practitioners face with relation to continuous experimentation. Noticea-
bly fewer success factors than challenges were uncovered during the interviews. The 
reasons for this may include that it is easier for study participants to recognise currently 
problematic factors than something that is already functioning well within their organi-
zation, especially in a time-limited interview. Nevertheless, the identified challenges 
and success factors mirror each other to a certain extent (see Figures 6–8), and hence 
they are discussed together in this section. 
The most significant finding of the current study was that most of the major obstacles to 
continuous experimentation related to such wide-ranging issues as organizational cul-
ture, product management, and resourcing. A possible explanation for this might be that 
out of the companies in this study, only one appeared to have a highly mature system of 
continuous experimentation in place. For the remaining companies these wide-ranging 
issues still await attention before the focus can be moved to the intricacies of running 
experiments. Furthermore, many of the interviewees had managerial roles in which a 
broader, less technical perspective to software development is perhaps customary. Nev-
ertheless, the main implication of this finding is that an organization-wide perspective is 
required when attempting to move towards continuous experimentation. 
As mentioned, the broad influence of organizational culture on experimentation was a 
recurrent theme in the study. Concerns over inadequate agility, proactivity, transparency, 
and tolerance for uncertainty were expressed by the interviewees. Collaboration chal-
lenges between business stakeholders, discussed in Section 7.1, also relate to the issue. 
Due to these deficiencies, the customer feedback loop may not function optimally. 
Based on the findings of this study, organizational culture appears to be more supportive 
of experimentation in startup companies. Fewer fundamental problems concerning the 
organizational culture were mentioned and more positive remarks were made with rela-
tion to engaging and empowering the whole team. This is perhaps natural as it may be 
easier to cultivate a flexible, empowered atmosphere in a small, fledgling company. 
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An experiment-driven approach to software development is still a relatively novel ap-
proach [11], and companies have consequently had little time to transform their culture 
and practices accordingly. On the other hand, agile development is a well-established 
practice, but organizational culture is still cited as the key barrier to further agile adop-
tion, as well as a leading cause of failed agile projects [63]. Similarly, the present study 
indicates that in many cases, further efforts are required to promote an experimental 
organizational culture and assimilate agile principles throughout the whole company, 
not just the R&D organization. 
Previous case studies on the experimentation practices of established companies have 
also noted the role of organizational culture. In the case of Adobe's “Pipeline” innova-
tion process, the main challenge was to obtain upper management support [3]. The sup-
port was secured by demonstrating how the experiments helped to avoid wasting R&D 
resources on valueless features or products. Kohavi et al. [34] describe measures taken 
at Microsoft to promote an experimental culture. They include various formal and in-
formal procedures designed to educate personnel about experimentation and raise 
awareness of its possibilities. The authors note that achieving cultural change is a grad-
ual, continuous process. 
Other measures to promote experimentation include using small, empowered product 
development teams with the necessary knowledge and resources for rapid experimenta-
tion. This approach is recommended for instance by Thomke [61]. He also considers it 
essential that companies embrace a flexible “fail early and often”-mindset to drive inno-
vation. A similar “test-and-learn” mentality is promoted by Davenport [18]. Finally, it is 
important to align companies’ employee evaluation and rewarding systems to support 
experimentation and reduce fear of failure [39]. 
The present study found release cycle speed to be a highly recurrent theme with respect 
to product management: most companies were attempting to achieve a faster release 
pace.  This is, of course, a central goal in agile development [6] and likewise important 
in continuous experimentation [23]. However, it should be noted that pushing for short-
er release cycles may have unintended implications: it may, for instance, result in fewer 
bugs getting fixed [33]. The viewpoint emerged from this study that rather than simply 
attempting to do things faster, the focus should be on prioritizing work according to 
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customer value. This may help speed up development without jeopardizing software 
quality or development team morale. 
In order to measure customer value, appropriate product metrics are needed. Although 
the results of this study indicate that practitioners have acknowledged the need for clear-
ly defined metrics, their identification was a challenge. The lean startup methodology 
concentrates on actionable metrics, and examples of defining software product metrics 
are presented for instance in [17, 50]. On a related note, Bosch et al. [10] propose the 
Early Stage Software Startup Development Model (ESSSDM) as an extension to lean 
startup practices. ESSSDM provides operational guidelines on identifying, validating, 
and scaling product ideas. On a more general level, the GQM+Strategies method [5] 
provides steps for connecting organizational goals and strategies with software meas-
urement, helping to align the whole company towards customer value creation. 
In terms of the other findings of the study, shortage of time and funding were some of 
the most often identified obstacles to experimentation. This is not entirely surprising 
since limited resources are likely par for the course in most modern companies. The 
question should perhaps be how to take experimentation into account in the division of 
resources. An interesting viewpoint on the matter arose from the study, stressing the 
value of experimentation as a strategic investment: it aims to boost customer satisfac-
tion and thus ensure the viability of the company in the long term. 
The purely technical aspects of experimentation were rarely regarded as obstacles in this 
study; in fact, the availability of technical tools and competence were repeatedly identi-
fied as success factors. This did not imply that the companies already had the technical 
capacity in place for experimentation, but rather that given the resources, practitioners 
felt that the technical implementation was not a problem. However, as the participants 
of this study predominantly represented managerial roles, this finding must be interpret-
ed with caution: it may be that technical personnel would have divergent opinions. Nev-
ertheless, the overall impression from this study suggests that technology has a support-
ing role in an experiment system, and that the more significant issues lie elsewhere. 
Finally, the current study found that operating in a business-to-business (B2B) market 
signified additional challenges with respect to experimentation. Fagerholm et al. [23] 
note that continuous experimentation in the production environment may indeed be 
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more suitable for business-to-consumer companies. A dedicated test environment might 
be needed in B2B scenarios, to which experimental product versions can be continuous-
ly deployed without compromising production operations. The authors also suggest us-
ing early-access and beta versions to collect end user feedback in cases where consent to 
product usage data collection in the production environment is unavailable. 
However, customers would still need to have the inclination and the resources to take 
part in experiments and product evaluation. The findings of this study suggest that this 
may prove to be challenging. Furthermore, it may be difficult to obtain a large enough 
sample to provide meaningful answers to controlled experiments [36] in test environ-
ments. To summarize, building an experimentation system in B2B scenarios necessitates 
an active dialogue between all involved parties. It appears that the value of investing 
and participating in experimentation should be better demonstrated to customer organi-
zations. Small-scale experiments with easily identifiable gains might bring about posi-
tive experiences in this respect. 
This section has provided a discussion of the key challenges and success factors of con-
tinuous experimentation. It has been argued that a broad perspective is needed when 
attempting to promote continuous experimentation: conducting the actual experiments is 
merely the tip of the iceberg. Measures that support experimentation should be taken 
throughout the organization, beginning with an examination of the organizational cul-
ture. Adequate resources should be allocated for these development initiatives, and par-
ticular attention should be paid to improving collaboration between stakeholders. The 
specific challenges of experimentation in a B2B environment should also be considered. 
However, caution must be applied when considering these findings, as the present study 
is subject to certain validity threats. These are reflected upon in the next section. 
7.3 Threats to validity 
In accordance with Easterbrook et al. [21], four commonly used criteria for validity are 
discussed below in the context of this study. Although these criteria have been rejected 
by some as unfitting to qualitative enquiries due to their positivist roots (e.g. [40]), 
others see their use as a way to affirm the scientific value of qualitative research 
(e.g. [51]). 
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Construct validity focuses on whether the concepts being studied have been properly 
defined and interpreted [21]. In this study, construct validity was mainly threatened by 
potential misunderstandings and ambiguities between researchers and interviewees. To 
diminish this risk, the overall goals of the study and the central concept of continuous 
experimentation were shared with participants prior to the interviews. Furthermore, the 
use of semi-structured interviews enabled the asking of clarifying questions for all 
involved parties. This also helped to counteract the possibility of interviewee bias. 
Clarifications were also requested afterwards from the interviewees when necessary. 
Moreover, the recording and verbatim transcribing of the interviews helped to increase 
the transparency, accuracy and level of detail of data collection and analysis. 
External validity is concerned with the generalizability of the results [21]. Qualitative 
surveys do not aim at producing statistically representative results: rather, their goal is 
to provide a multifaceted account of the study subject [24, 32]. However, despite the 
limited scope of this study, care was taken to include a variety of companies represented 
by interviewees from different roles.  The results are therefore considered to be well 
grounded in actual practice. 
Reliability focuses on whether the results are independent of the researchers and 
therefore replicable [21]. Steps taken to improve reliability included the development of 
the interview guide and the analytic codebook. These artefacts were also reviewed by 
the study’s primary supervisor. Additionally, the study procedures were detailed in this 
thesis. 
Finally, internal validity is mainly concerned with the reliability of claimed causal 
relationships [21]. This threat was not highly relevant to the present, mainly descriptive 
study. 
This section has reviewed the key threats to the study’s validity. Steps were taken to 
enhance validity when possible in light of practical constraints. However, the limited 
scope of the study does not guarantee representativeness, in addition to which a 
possibility for researcher and interviewee bias remains. The study results therefore need 
to be interpreted with caution, and a follow-up study should be conducted to validate 
and extend the results. 
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8 Summary 
This chapter gives a synopsis of the study’s main findings and presents an outlook on 
future research prospects. 
8.1 Summary 
The purpose of this study was to develop an understanding of the state of the practice of 
continuous experimentation and to identify the main challenges and success factors as-
sociated with it. To this end, a qualitative survey was conducted based on interviews 
with selected industry practitioners. 
The study found that while many of the current development practices supported exper-
imentation, the state of the practice was not yet mature. Although a broad array of tech-
niques was employed to collect customer feedback, systematic experiments with cus-
tomers were rare. Moreover, many companies did not use product usage data to learn 
about customer needs, and product instrumentation was often inadequate. Finally, the 
collaboration between the R&D organization, product management, and customers 
sometimes appeared insufficient for supporting an innovative, experimental approach. 
Key challenges in embracing experimentation related to transforming organizational 
culture, achieving sufficiently rapid release cycles, identifying metrics for evaluating 
customer value and product success, and ensuring that the collected customer and prod-
uct data was carefully analysed by relevant stakeholders. Adequate resources also need-
ed to be secured. Additional challenges were faced by business-to-business companies. 
Conversely, the good availability of technical tools and competence was found to facili-
tate experimentation. Supportive organizational culture along with in-depth customer 
and domain knowledge were additional important success factors. 
8.2 Future research 
The findings of the present study suggest that concrete tools are needed in the industry 
for embracing, designing, and managing experimentation. Specific questions include 
how to design useful and systematic experiments, how to identify appropriate metrics, 
and how to ensure proper analysis of experiment data. A further set of questions relates 
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to aligning experiments with business and product strategies, and on identifying and 
prioritizing the business assumptions to be tested. 
This study revealed more of the challenges of continuous experimentation than its suc-
cess factors. Further research into the success factors would therefore help to validate 
and extend the present findings. Utilizing a different data collection method, such as 
direct observation, might provide a different viewpoint to the matter. 
The results of this study indicate that operating in a business-to-business environment 
may complicate the application of continuous experimentation. Further investigation 
into the special characteristics of experimentation in this domain would consequently be 
interesting. On a related note, the experiences of customer organizations should be ex-
plored to understand their viewpoint on the matter. 
Finally, most of the industry practitioners interviewed in this study held management 
positions in their respective organizations. Further exploration of the viewpoints of oth-
er roles such as software architects, developers, and quality assurance personnel would 
help broaden the understanding of software development as an experiment system.  
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Appendix 1. Covering letter 
Dear software industry professional 
The Finnish software intensive industry is evolving towards a value-driven, adaptive, 
experimental business model based on the intensive use of customer feedback and usage 
data. 
To allow for the proper targeting of future R&D efforts, it is useful to have an under-
standing of the current state of the practice regarding value identification and experi-
mentation or testing with customers. It is especially important to find out what kinds of 
barriers organizations face in moving towards an experimental mode of operation – or 
what are its potential enablers. 
Those are the goals of the study to which we are now seeking participant organizations. 
Research data is to be collected by interviewing a representative of the organization on 
themes related to: 
 current customer value identification methods 
 current experimentation or testing practices involving customers and 
 thoughts on future experimentation practices. 
 
Potential interviewees include senior or middle management and experienced develop-
ment personnel. Planned interview length is approximately one hour. Interview material 
will be handled confidentially and presented anonymously in research reports. Interview 
material will be destroyed after the completion of the research project.  
Research results will be sent to participating organizations, enabling their use in devel-
opment efforts. 
If your organization would like to take part in the study, please contact us as soon 
as is convenient for you so that we can schedule the interview. Also contact us if you 
would like to receive more information about the study before participation. You can 
find the contact details below. 
The study belongs to a Master’s thesis project at the Department of Computer Science 
at the University of Helsinki. The study is supervised by Prof. Dr. Jürgen Münch and 
Prof. D.Sc. (Tech.) Tomi Männistö. 
Best regards 
Eveliina Lindgren 
Student 
Email: (information removed) 
Phone: (information removed)
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Appendix 2. Research information sheet 
RESEARCH INFORMATION SHEET 
 
In this study, we explore customer value identification methods and their use in guiding 
software development. The focus is on the current and possible future use of experimenta-
tion with customers, and the barriers and enablers associated with it (see page 2 of this in-
formation sheet). 
Research data is gathered through individual interviews with representatives of Finnish 
software development organizations. Interview length is approximately one hour. Interviews 
will be recorded to facilitate data analysis. 
Interview recordings and their transcripts will only be handled by persons involved in the 
execution of this study, or persons with requisite non-disclosure agreements in place. Direct 
anonymous excerpts from the interviews may be quoted in the thesis and possible 
subsequent publications. Organization names will also be disguised. Interview recordings 
along with their transcripts will be destroyed after the thesis and possible subsequent 
publications are completed. 
Research results will be presented in a Master’s thesis, which will be made publicly 
available. The study may also be published as an article. Furthermore, research results will 
be sent to participating organizations. 
Participation is voluntary and you can withdraw from the study, without any consequences, 
at any point either before or during participation by informing the researcher. Taking part in 
the study is not envisaged to cause any negative consequences. 
The study belongs to a Master’s thesis project at the Department of Computer Science at the 
University of Helsinki. The study is supervised by Prof. Dr. Jürgen Münch and 
Prof. D.Sc. (Tech.) Tomi Männistö. 
You may request additional information about the study at any time. Contact details of the 
researcher can be found below. 
If you agree to participate in the study, please sign the attached consent form. 
Contact details: 
 
Eveliina Lindgren 
Student 
University of Helsinki, Department of Computer Science 
Email: (information removed) 
Phone: (information removed) 
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WHAT IS CONTINUOUS EXPERIMENTATION? 
Every software product, functionality and feature includes assumptions or hypotheses about 
the value it is thought to provide to its users. These may be explicitly stated (“feature X 
should speed up process Y by 10%”), or remain implicit (“feature Z feels like a good idea”). 
However, the value of an idea cannot be accurately judged before it has been exposed to its 
intended users, the customers. It is therefore useful to try out the idea on customers as early 
on in the development process as possible. 
In continuous experimentation, small elements of the product being built are systematically 
validated through experiments, or tests, with customers. These can include, for example, 
gathering verbal feedback on an early prototype, or online experiments. Results are 
collected in the form of descriptive and/or numeric data. The results are analyzed and used 
to guide the course of development and to generate new ideas. This iterative process of 
innovation, development, experimentation, and data analysis increases the likelihood of 
“building the right product”. 
For more information: 
 
Strategic Research Agenda for Need for Speed, 2013. Digile (ICT SHOK), Finland. 
Available online, e.g.  
http://www.digile.fi/N4S
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Appendix 3. Informed consent form 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 
 
I voluntarily agree to participate in Eveliina Lindgren’s MSc thesis study on “Industrial 
experiences and needs regarding continuous experimentation” (working title). 
 
The purpose and procedures of the study have been explained to me in sufficient detail for 
me to understand them. 
 
I understand that I can withdraw from the study, without any consequences, at any point 
either before or during my participation simply by informing the researcher. I may also re-
quest additional information about the study at any time. Contact details of the researcher 
can be found below. 
 
I give permission for my research interview with Eveliina Lindgren to be recorded.  
 
I understand that my anonymity will be ensured in the thesis and possible subsequent publi-
cations by disguising my identity. Organization names will be similarly disguised. 
 
I understand that anonymous direct excerpts from my interview may be quoted in the thesis 
and possible subsequent publications.  
 
I have been informed that the interview recordings along with their transcripts will be de-
stroyed after the thesis and possible subsequent publications are completed. 
 
Two copies have been made of this consent form, one of which will remain with me and the 
other with Eveliina Lindgren. 
 
 
________________________________  __________________  
Location     Date  
 
 
________________________________  
Signature 
 
 
________________________________  
Name in print 
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Student 
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Appendix 4. Interview guide 
 
Background of interviewee: 
1. What is your current position in the company? 
 
2. How many years have you worked in the company? 
 
Company information: 
3. Can you briefly describe the industry sector your company operates in and the type 
of software you develop? 
 
Theme 1. Current software development practices. 
4. What kind of a software development process do you use?  
 
5. Do you use continuous integration? 
 
6. How often do you deploy new versions to production? 
 
Theme 2. Current practices of customer feedback elicitation and use. 
7. How do you make sure that you are building the right product?  
 
8. How do you collect customer feedback? 
a. Before development 
b. During development 
c. After deployment 
(Possible prompts: informal channels, interviews, surveys, support systems, proto-
typing, development demos, usability tests, alpha/beta tests, A/B tests etc.) 
 
9. How often are the aforementioned customer feedback collection methods used? 
 
10. Do you collect data about customer behaviour, for example in the form of product 
usage data? 
 
11. How do you use the collected customer feedback and other data? 
Is there a link to: 
a. Product development 
b. Further innovation 
c. Business goals and strategy 
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12. Who is involved in reviewing the collected customer feedback and other data? 
(Possible prompts: managers, development personnel etc.) 
 
13. How do you prioritize new feature requirements? 
 
14. How do you prioritize implementation options? 
 
15. Do you evaluate whether a newly implemented feature delivered customer value? 
 
16. Who is responsible for customer insight management in your company? 
 
17. How do you see your customer involvement practices in relation to those of other 
companies in your industry sector? 
  
Theme 3. Future practices of customer feedback elicitation and use. 
18. Do you think your current practices of customer feedback collection and customer 
involvement are adequate?  
a. If not already ideal: How should they ideally be performed in the future?  
 
19. Are there any obstacles to obtaining deeper customer insights?  
(Possible prompts: technical issues, lack of resources, personnel skills, company 
culture etc.) 
 
20. What are your company’s strengths with respect to generating customer insights?  
(Possible prompts: technical know-how, ample resources, personnel skills, compa-
ny culture etc.) 
 
Final questions. 
21. Do you have any further comments on customer value -related issues in the context 
of your company? 
 
22. Do you have any comments or questions related to this interview or the study in 
general? 
 
Thank you for your time and contribution to the study! 
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  Appendix 5. Analytic codebook 
Code Label     Code Family and Code Description 
BAC BACKGROUND INFORMATION  ■  Top category. 
Descriptive background information about the interviewee / their 
company / the company's product(s). 
BAC: INTERVIEWEE  ■  Subcategory. 
Descriptive background information about the interviewee. 
bac: interviewee: length of employment  ■  Interviewee's length of employment in the current company. 
bac: interviewee: position  ■  The interviewee's position in the current company. 
BAC: COMPANY  ■  Subcategory. 
Descriptive background information about the interviewee's company. 
bac: company: industry sector  ■  A description of the industry sector the company operates in. 
bac: company: product description  ■  A description of the software product(s) the company develops (if 
several, those the interviewee is involved with). 
BAC: DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY  ■  Subcategory. 
Descriptions of the software development methodology used in the 
company. 
bac: development: scrum  ■  Scrum/a scrum variant is used. Does not imply a textbook application, 
only that the interviewee mentions the methodology. 
bac: development: unspecified agile  ■  A specific agile methodology is not named but the agility of the devel-
opment practices is either explicitly stated or implicitly visible in the 
interviewee's statements. 
bac: development: kanban  ■  Kanban is used. Does not imply a textbook application, only that the 
interviewee mentions the methodology. 
bac: development: lean  ■  Some type of lean methodology is used / lean principles are followed. 
Does not imply a textbook application, only that the interviewee men-
tions the methodology. 
BAC: DEVELOPMENT: PRINCIPLES AND 
PRACTICES  
■  Subcategory. 
Descriptions of the development practices and principles used in the 
company. 
bac: development: principles:  
continuous deployment  
■  Continuous deployment is used. Use the code for descriptions of a 
system where new versions are automatically deployed to customers 
after changes are committed to the code repository (and they have 
passed through a continuous integration system). NB continuous de-
ployment was not explicitly defined to interviewees. 
bac: development: principles:  
continuous integration  
■  Continuous integration is used.  
NB continuous integration was not explicitly defined to interviewees. 
bac: development: principles: MVP  ■  The lean startup-inspired MVP approach is used. This is an "umbrella 
approach" which may include several specific experimentation tech-
niques. 
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BAC: DEVELOPMENT: PRINCIPLES:  
RELEASE CYCLE LENGTH  
■  Subcategory. 
Descriptions of the length of the release cycle, i.e. the interval of prod-
uct version releases to customers (not internal releases which may or 
may not be more frequent). Applies to scheduled upgrades, not un-
scheduled, urgent bug fixes. 
bac: development: principles: release: 
long  
■  Release cycle > 3 months. 
bac: development: principles: release: 
medium  
■  Release cycle <= 3 months. 
bac: development: principles: release: 
short  
■  Release cycle <= 1 month. Includes continuous deployment. 
CHA CHALLENGES  ■  Top category. 
Descriptions of the challenges related to implementing/moving to-
wards continuous experimentation. 
CHA: ORGANIZATION  ■  Subcategory. 
Descriptions of the challenges related organizational issues. 
cha: organization: culture  ■  The organizational culture is not sufficiently conducive to an experi-
mental way of working. Includes a range of issues with respect to roles, 
responsibilities, and ways of working. 
CHA: B2B DOMAIN SPECIFIC  ■  Subcategory. 
Descriptions of the particular challenges of operating in a business-to-
business environment. 
cha: b2b: access to end users  ■  Collecting relevant feedback is difficult as sufficient access to end users 
does not exist.  
cha: b2b: consent to usage data  
collection  
■  Customer consent to collecting product usage data is withheld or un-
certain. 
cha: b2b: customer organization culture  ■  The customer organizations' culture is not sufficiently conducive to an 
experimental way of working. Includes a range of issues with respect to 
roles, responsibilities, and ways of working. 
CHA: DATA MANAGEMENT  ■  Subcategory. 
Descriptions of the challenges related to data (customer feedback and 
product usage data) management. 
cha: process: data analysis  ■  The collected feedback / product data is not analyzed rigorously 
enough.  
cha: process: sharing of data  ■  The collected feedback/data (or the resulting analyses) are not easily 
available to or shared with all relevant stakeholders within the compa-
ny. 
CHA: PRODUCT MANAGEMENT  ■  Subcategory. 
Descriptions of the challenges related to product management. 
cha: product: defining product roadmap  ■  Challenges in extending or aligning the roadmap of an established 
product or an MVP/MVF. Includes e.g. challenges in prioritizing re-
quirements, and obstacles in deciding how far to develop a product 
before exposing it to the market. 
cha: product: identifying metrics  ■  Challenges in identifying and applying the appropriate metrics to eval-
uate the customer value or success of a software product or feature (in 
experiments/general usage). 
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cha: product: productization  ■  Challenges in productizing or commercializing the product/service. 
cha: product: release cycle speed  ■  The release cycle is not rapid enough. 
CHA: RESOURCES  ■  Subcategory. 
Descriptions of the challenges related to a lack of resources. 
cha: resources: budget  ■  A limited budget restricts experimentation. 
cha: resources: domain knowledge  ■  Lack of domain knowledge restricts experimentation. 
cha: resources: technical  ■  Technical obstacles restrict experimentation. 
cha: resources: time  ■  Lack of time restricts experimentation. 
STRENGTHS  ■  Top category. 
Descriptions of the enabling factors of experimentation. 
strengths: customer and domain 
knowledge  
■  Close customer relationships and deep customer and domain 
knowledge facilitate experimentation. 
strengths: organizational culture  ■  The organizational culture facilitates experimentation. Includes a range 
of issues with respect to roles, responsibilities, or ways of working. 
strengths: release cycle speed  ■  A rapid release cycle facilitates experimentation. 
strengths: technical competence  ■  Technical competence facilitates experimentation. 
strengths: technical tools available  ■  The availability of technical tools facilitates experimentation. 
TEC TECHNIQUES OF CUSTOMER  
FEEDBACK COLLECTION  
■  Top category. 
Descriptions of the techniques used to collect explicit and implicit 
customer feedback. 
TEC: ANALYSIS - PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
AND REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING  
■  Subcategory. 
Customer feedback collection techniques which are used during prob-
lem analysis and requirements engineering. 
tec: analysis: customer representatives  ■  A customer representative (who is in touch with the end user needs) 
provides feedback. 
tec: analysis: internal brainstorming  ■  Company's internal brainstorming sessions are used to generate ideas 
for product development. Applicable only to products where the com-
pany's personnel also represents potential customers.  
tec: analysis: proofs of concept  ■  PoCs are used to collect customer feedback. 
tec: analysis: prototyping  ■  Prototypes are used to collect customer feedback. Includes conceptual, 
paper, and programmatic prototypes. 
tec: analysis: stakeholder interviews  ■  Potential or current customers are interviewed specifically in order to 
try to understand their needs, opinions, and problems. Includes focus 
groups. 
NB do not confuse with general customer meetings. 
tec: analysis: use cases  ■  Use cases or use scenarios are used to collect customer feedback. 
TEC: DEVELOPMENT -DESIGN,  
CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING  
■  Subcategory. 
Customer feedback collection techniques which are used during prod-
uct or feature development (design, programming and quality assur-
ance). 
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tec: development: acceptance testing  ■  Acceptance testing performed by customers. 
tec: development: alpha/beta testing  ■  Alpha or beta testing performed by customers. 
tec: development: informal end user 
tests  
■  Informal customer tests are used to collect feedback. For example "get 
out of the building"- type scenarios, where potential customers are 
asked about their opinion of a product under development. 
tec: development: internal experiments  ■  Company's internal experiments are used to generate feedback. Appli-
cable only to products where the company's personnel also represents 
potential customers.  
tec: development: labs website  ■  A "labs" website is used to collect customer feedback. The site includes 
early prototypes/versions of products. 
tec: development: pilot customers  ■  Pilot customers (users) are used to collect feedback. 
tec: development: usability/UX testing  ■  Different forms of usability or UX testing/experiments/evaluation 
methods are used to collect customer feedback. Includes usability 
testing, UI labs, UI evaluation, UX diary studies etc. 
TEC: EVOLUTION AND MAINTENANCE  ■  Subcategory. 
Customer feedback collection techniques which are used after the 
initial deployment of a product or a feature. 
tec: evolution: A/B testing  ■  A/B testing is used to collect customer feedback. Includes multivariate 
testing and segmentation of the customer base for running different 
versions. 
NB A/B testing was not explicitly defined to interviewees. 
tec: evolution: bug report analysis  ■  A helpdesk/support/bug reporting system is used to collect customer 
feedback. 
tec: evolution: feature voting  ■  Feature voting (voting for existing features or bug fixes etc.) is used to 
collect customer feedback. The system may include the option of sug-
gesting new features. 
tec: evolution: in-product surveys  ■  In-product surveys or polls are used to collect customer feedback. 
tec: evolution: usage data analysis  ■  Product usage data (including product performance data) collection 
and analysis is used to obtain implicit customer feedback. 
TEC: GENERAL, PHASE-INDEPENDENT  ■  Subcategory. 
Generic customer feedback collection techniques which are used dur-
ing all phases of product development. 
tec: general: customer surveys  ■  Customer surveys are used to collect customer feedback. Includes 
separate end user surveys in a B2B environment.  
tec: general: direct customer feedback  ■  Direct customer feedback concerning the product is collected.  
Includes means such as face to face meetings, seminars, demos, email, 
phone, web-based contact or feedback forms etc. 
tec: general: market research  ■  Market research/analysis is used to collect customer feedback or in-
formation about customer needs. 
TEC: PROSPECTIVE TECHNIQUES  ■  Subcategory. 
Customer feedback collection techniques whose implementation is 
planned or currently under development. 
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tec: prospective: A/B testing  ■  There are plans to use A/B testing to collect customer feedback in the 
future. Includes plans to improve current practices. 
tec: prospective: usage data collection  ■  There are plans to collect and analyze product usage data (including 
product performance data) in the future to obtain implicit customer 
feedback. Includes plans to improve current practices. 
USE OF COLLECTED FEEDBACK  ■  Top category. 
Descriptions of how the collected customer feedback is used in the 
software product development process. 
use: integration into product  
development  
■  Descriptions of how the collected customer feedback is integrated into 
the product development process. Includes descriptions of how and by 
whom feedback is analyzed, how it relates to the product roadmap / 
backlog etc. 
use: basis for innovation  ■  Descriptions of using the collected customer feedback specifically as a 
basis for innovation or improvement (not simply for troubleshooting or 
straightforward requirements elicitation).  
use: connection to business strategy  ■  Descriptions of the connection between the collected customer feed-
back and the company strategy or business goals. Includes descriptions 
of the lack of connection. 
USE: PRIORITIZATION OF 
REQUIREMENTS  
■  Subcategory. 
Descriptions of requirements prioritization practices. 
use: prioritization: co-operation  ■  Requirements are prioritized in co-operation with the customer(s). 
Applicable in a business-to-business environment. 
use: prioritization: customers  ■  Requirements are prioritized by the customer(s). Applicable in a busi-
ness-to-business environment. 
use: prioritization: internally  ■  Requirements are prioritized within the software development compa-
ny.  
USE: RELEVANCE OF FEEDBACK  ■  Subcategory. 
Descriptions of the reasoning behind current or planned ways of using 
customer feedback. 
use: relevance: fact-based decision 
making  
■  Data-driven approach to decision making in order to minimize deci-
sions based on intuition or individual opinions. 
use: relevance: identifying customer 
value  
■  Identifying and focusing on products and features that create customer 
value. 
USE: REQUIREMENTS, SOURCE OF  ■  Subcategory. 
Descriptions of where requirements originate from. 
use: requirements: explicit customer 
requirements  
■  Requirements originate from explicitly defined customer requirements. 
use: requirements: implicit in customer 
feedback  
■  Requirements originate from the collected customer feedback. Howev-
er, they are implicit within the feedback (not explicitly predefined by 
customers). 
use: requirements: internal ideas  ■  Requirements originate from the software development company's 
internal ideas. Customer feedback plays a minor role. 
 
